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Abstract

In recent years, video has been inducing an exponential growth in mobile traffic.
Today, mobile operators pay several billions of euros for radio frequency bands to
cope with enormous traffic demands. At the same time, the enduring demand growth
increasingly forces mobile operators and video service providers to look for efficient
solutions to make the best possible service quality out of the limited radio spectrum.

This thesis focuses on improving the Quality of Experience (QoE) of multiple low-
delay video streams in the uplink of mobile networks using Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). Several mobile networks like LTE and WiMAX
have been using OFDMA. In that context, this thesis provides multiple contributions.
The first contribution is a novel dynamic resource allocation approach, which exploits
wireless channels’ random variations to improve user throughput while suppressing
Multiple Access Interference (MAI). MAI presents when user signals are not perfectly
synchronous in the uplink of OFDMA networks. Next, the thesis presents two cross-
layer video adaptation approaches, which adopt the introduced dynamic resource
allocation approach. Those two approaches target low-delay video streaming ser-
vices using non-layered and layered video coding. While the video industry has been
broadly using non-layered video coding, layered video coding might be more preva-
lent in the future. Those two technologies have distinct adaptation principles, so they
require different solutions tailored particularly for them. In both cases, via efficient
mathematical transformations, the large-timescale problem of video adaptation (in a
few seconds) is pursued via a series of small-timescale resource allocation problems
(each in a few milliseconds). By doing that, video adaptation algorithms can quickly
react to wireless channel variations and meet low latency requirements. As for non-
layered video coding, another contribution is to consider potential throughput gains
via efficient resource allocation algorithms as selecting video quality. Throughout
the thesis, we develop several mathematical optimization problems and adaptation
algorithms to determine the performance gain of proposed approaches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

More than 100 years ago, physicist and inventor Nikola Tesla predicted

“It will soon be possible to transmit wireless messages all over the world
so simply that any individual can carry and operate his own apparatus,”

Nowadays, we can only admire the accuracy of his incredible imagination. Thanks
to wireless technology, talking to someone thousands of kilometers away, in some
remote areas, and even on the move is no longer a problem. Furthermore, mobile
systems have been dramatically evolving over the last two decades, from voice service
and short messages to broadband Internet connections. Modern mobile networks
can enable a large variety of applications such as multimedia services (e.g., video
streaming, video gaming), cloud services (e.g., storage, computing), Internet of Things
(IoT) (e.g., smart home, smart city, industry 4.0), autonomous driving and web-based
services.

Along with the evolution of mobile networks, global mobile data traffic has been
continuously growing. That trend is forecasted to continue in at least the next few
years [1]. The primary driving force of the traffic growth has been the enormous
number of intelligent devices and the popularity of video streaming applications like
YouTube 1 and Netflix 2. Unlike in traditional services, where playback can only start
when the receiver finishes downloading the entire video file, playback (of some buffered
content pieces) and downloading (the rest) can simultaneously occur in streaming
services.

Offloading is one crucial technique to alleviate the traffic demand in mobile net-
works. The basic idea is to relieve congested mobile networks by routing mobile
traffic to available small-cell networks like WiFi that use unlicensed spectrum. More
than half of total mobile traffic was offloaded through WiFi or femtocell in 2019 [1].
However, the traffic load on mobile networks is still tremendous.

To cope with this problem, on the one hand, mobile operators might pay multiple
billion euros to utilize additional frequency bands. On the other hand, the spectrum
crunch forces mobile operators to improve the performance of all communication

1http://youtube.com
2http://netflix.com
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processes. Intelligent utilization of precious radio resources is especially crucial to
provide the best possible service quality to consumers with the least cost.

Regarding radio technologies, several modern communication systems like WiFi,
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) (a less favorite alternative to LTE) selected Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) and its multiple user version Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA). OFDMA has several unique features. An important one
is its robustness against interference. OFDMA achieves that by splitting the overall
spectrum into several small subcarriers. Those subcarriers can be overlapping but
differentiable (i.e., being able to be demodulated) at the receiver. Another advantage
of OFDMA lies in the possibility for mobile operators to dynamically adapt resource
allocation to, among other things, channel diversities to improve user throughput.
Resource allocation can also be adapted to assure fairness among users. One critical
disadvantage of OFDMA is the strict synchronization requirement between multiple
devices in time and frequency domains.

In the meantime, the video industry has widely utilized advanced streaming so-
lutions to provide high user experience over dynamic transmission environments like
the Internet. At the heart of such solutions are advanced video encoders. Modern
encoders can achieve high compression ratios while maintaining good video quality.
Additionally, they also offer flexible video adaptation for service providers and users to
select suitable video quality subject to, for instance, user experience, available band-
width, and computation power. In the video world, Quality of Experience (QoE) is
commonly used to measure the subjective perception judged by users [2]. Note that
QoE is required since Quality of Service (QoS) centers on network parameters (e.g.,
throughput and delay) and does not guarantee good viewer experience.

HTTP Based Adaptive Streaming (HAS) is today the most dominant video
streaming approach on the Internet. Several companies have developed their propri-
etary solutions based on HAS, for example, Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming, Apple
HTTP Live Streaming, Microsoft Smooth Streaming. Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) is the only international standardized solution that can enable
cooperation between vendors. Several service providers like YouTube and Netflix
have adopted DASH as the de-facto standard.

Most streamed content nowadays is Video on Demand (VoD). In VoD services,
the entire video content is encoded and stored on remote media servers. Users can
download and buffer a mass number of video segments, which can later absorb link
rate fluctuations and reduce the possibility of video stalls during the video playback.
Fewer video stalls result in better QoE. That is why some users might have to wait
a few tens of seconds before the YouTube application starts playing their requested
videos.

In recent years, the amount of low-delay streaming applications has been increas-
ing [3]. The primary difference of such applications compared to VoD lies in their
tight latency constraints required to assure good user QoE (e.g., a few hundreds of
milliseconds versus a few tens of seconds for VoD services). Examples of low-delay
streaming applications are video conferencing, live news streaming, video gaming,
vehicle-to-vehicle communication, robot, and telesurgery. In addition, apart from



video content generated by organizations like service providers and media companies,
more and more User Generated Content (UGC) traffic (e.g., Facebook 3, TikTok 4) is
streamed on the Internet, creating more video streams in the uplink (i.e., from users
toward networks).

However, the development of low-delay streaming applications over mobile net-
works poses several challenges to academia and also industry. The following para-
graphs shortly describe some key challenges.

• First, most studies on adaptive streaming in the literature focused on VoD,
while only a little attention looked at low-delay streaming. In most targeted
scenarios, buffer sizes are on the order of tens of seconds and thus not suitable
for low-delay services, in which the delay needed for building up a big buffer
level is not tolerable.

• Second, typical streaming applications operate entirely on the application layer
while treating underneath networks as black boxes. This separation between
the application layer and the link layer follows the traditional Open System
Interconnection (OSI) architecture. The adoption of OSI can facilitate deploy-
ment and reduce complexity. However, since video adaptation algorithms in
such applications work based on video segments and each segment is typically
a few seconds long, such adaptive algorithms tend to be too slow to cope with
vast and rapid variability of link rate.

• Third, modern mobile networks like LTE and WiMAX feature flexible frame-
works to deliver different QoS levels for different applications. For instance,
the QoS framework in LTE is implemented based on the QoS Class Identifier
and the Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) [4]. However, networks do not incorpo-
rate efficient frameworks to address QoE. Usually, modern resource allocation
strategies adopt proportional fairness regarding QoS metrics (e.g., throughput,
error probability, packet loss) as allocating resources to users [5]. Unfortunately,
such approaches result in sub-optimal resource allocation schemes for adaptive
video streaming [6].

Motivated by those challenges, this thesis investigates the problem of equally
improving QoE of multiple low-delay streams, which compete for precious resources
in the uplink of OFDMA mobile networks. To that aim, we strive to develop cross-
layer approaches that jointly consider video adaptation and resource allocation.

Cross-layer approaches have been recently emerged to become an attractive means
to serve video traffic. In the literature, at least two concrete aspects of cross-layer
approaches can boost the performance of adaptive video streaming services. First, the
physical layer’s information (e.g., channel information and available radio resource),
which takes effect in a few milliseconds, can be beneficial. One example is to improve
the estimation of available link rate, which is crucial for selecting proper video bitrates

3http://facebook.com
4http://tiktok.com
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[7]. Second, in the opposite direction, information about video content characteristics
can help the Base Station (BS) to efficiently allocate precious radio resources to users
that can benefit most from them. Furthermore, the joint consideration of multiple
streams can assure a certain level of fairness while avoiding overloading Radio Access
Network (RAN) [8]. Especially, since the resource allocation can perform at the scale
of a few milliseconds (compared to a few seconds of video adaptation), such cross-
layer adaptive algorithms can react much snappier to fast channel variations and serve
low-delay streaming better [9].

This thesis mainly focuses on three main questions considering cross-layer ap-
proaches enhancing QoE of multiple low-delay streams in the uplink.

• Challenge 1: How to deal with imperfect synchronization?

In the uplink, the signal arriving at BS is the superposition of multiple compo-
nents sent by multiple users simultaneously. Due to several reasons like mobility
and imperfect oscillators, typical component signals exhibit different synchro-
nization errors (aka offsets) and are not perfectly synchronized. Lack of perfect
synchronization then damages the orthogonality between subcarriers and causes
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) that can severely degrade user throughput
[10].

The most common approach to deal with imperfect synchronization is to (i) first
estimate synchronization errors and then (ii) counteract them [11]. Despite the
simple principle, implementation of this approach deeply involves very complex
signal processing techniques. Typically, sizable overhead is adopted for the es-
timation purpose to ease complexity, but that leads to a reduction of spectral
efficiency. Besides, due to several reasons, such as inadequate implementations,
there is always a chance that residual offsets still exist and significantly deteri-
orate user signals [12].

One question that emerges in this context is how to efficiently deal with im-
perfect synchronization and MAI with less overhead so that more resources can
convey video traffic.

• Challenge 2: How to develop efficient cross-layer approaches?

One challenge as developing cross-layer approaches stems from the difference in
timescales of adaptation mechanisms. In particular, while resource allocation
operates based on resource units in milliseconds’ timescale, video adaptation
performs on video segments whose lengths are in the range of a few seconds.

Then the question is how to efficiently couple the large-timescale video adapta-
tion with the small-timescale resource allocation. Efficient resource allocation
algorithms should, on the one hand, quickly react to fast wireless variations
and, on the other hand, achieve long-term goals instead of instantaneous per-
formance gains (e.g., short-term throughput). Besides, video adaptation should
fairly maximize user QoE while not exceeding the achieved link rate. Specifi-
cally, cross-layer algorithms also need to consider tight latency requirements to
avoid video stalls.



• Challenge 3: How to derive efficient resource allocation schemes and
video adaptation decisions?

In general, Optimization Problems (OPs) are typically required to find efficient
resource allocation schemes and video adaptation decisions. Formulating and
solving those OPs are, however, not trivial [13]. One primary challenge lies in
the discreet nature of resource allocation, where each resource unit is assigned
uniquely to one user. Another challenge is to balance the system’s spectral effi-
ciency against the fairness between users, who compete for the shared resources.
Finding optimal solutions to the trade-off between those two potentially con-
flicting criteria can lead to highly complex mathematical problems and, thus,
is generally challenging. Therefore, the achievement of proper cross-layer ap-
proaches, which can be efficiently solved to achieve optimized performance, is
critical.

This thesis manages to provide multiple contributions regarding the above ques-
tions. First, we present a novel Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) approach that
uses less overhead and achieves valuable throughput gains compared to conventional
approaches that deal with imperfect synchronization and MAI. We then extend the
proposed approach to leverage valuable throughput gains for enhancing the QoE of
multiple low-delay video streams. In particular, the thesis addresses the second ques-
tion above by presenting new cross-layer approaches for two types of video streaming
services, which adopt (i) Non-Layered Video Coding (NLVC) and (ii) Layered Video
Coding (LVC). While the former has broadly functioned in the industry, the latter is
considered an essential solution for future applications. Those two technologies have
distinct adaptation principles, and, thus, require different solutions tailored particu-
larly for them. As for NLVC, another contribution lies in the explicit consideration
of the potential throughput gain achieved via efficient resource allocation algorithms
as selecting video bitrate. Within this thesis, we develop several OPs and their less-
complex versions to determine the potential of the proposed solutions.

The rest of the thesis is organized into six chapters. First, Chapter 2 provides
short summaries about wireless channels, OFDM and OFDMA systems, and adap-
tive streaming technologies. Chapter 3 then gives an overview of the current result
in the literature regarding challenges under consideration. The last section of that
chapter presents the scope of the thesis. Chapter 4 presents the proposed approach
that uses less overhead when dealing with imperfect synchronization and MAI in the
uplink of OFDMA networks. OPs of resource allocation are formulated and solved to
achieve user throughput gains while suppressing MAI. We introduce several heuristic
approaches to reduce complexity while achieving relatively good performance. Chap-
ter 5 and Chapter 6 propose cross-layer approaches for enhancing QoE of low-delay
video streaming services that adopt NLVC and LVC, respectively. Finally, in Chapter
7, conclusions are drawn, and issues for future work are presented.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides some background required to discuss key challenges and
main contributions of this thesis. The first section covers the basics of wireless chan-
nels. Consequently, we summarize key aspects of OFDM and OFDMA systems.
Finally, this chapter presents the principles of video encoding and adaptive video
streaming.

2.1 Wireless Channel

Understanding the main characteristics of wireless channels is crucial to design
any efficient communication system. This section briefly describes the attenuation
effects of wireless channels and their models.

The behavior of wireless channels can be generally explained by three physical
propagation mechanisms: reflection, diffraction, and scattering. Figure 2.1 illustrates
those mechanisms. For instance, received signals can yield severe losses due to the
diffraction around the edges of surrounding buildings and the scattering by uneven
surfaces like trees. Consequently, multiple copies of the transmitted signal following
different paths can arrive and overlap at the receiver. This phenomenon is referred
to as multipath propagation.

Apart from the distortion caused by multipath propagation, the received signal is
also distorted by path loss and shadowing. Besides, received signals also suffer from
additional thermal noise. The following sub-sections discuss those factors in more
detail.

Path loss

As traversing from the transmitter to the receiver through space, the electromag-
netic wave’s power decreases along the way. This degradation is known as path loss.
In the simplest case, when there is only one ray following the Line of Sight (LOS)
path, path loss can be derived analytically from the theory of the electromagnetic
field. As a result, path loss, defined as the ratio of the received power ¶RX to the
transmitted power PTX, usually takes the following form [14]:

6
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hp =
PRX

PTX
=
(︂ λ

4πd

)︂2
, (2.1)

where λ is the wavelength of radio signals, and d is the distance between the trans-
mitter and the receiver.

However, the assumption of the free space environment described above is valid,
perhaps, only for aeronautical communication. For the propagation in large open
areas like in the countryside, the two-ray model can effectively predict path loss [15].
In this model, the second ray reflected on the ground is also considered apart from the
direct one. When more than two rays exist (like in urban areas), one can use the ray-
tracing method to develop efficient path loss models. However, this method demands
exact information about objects’ locations and tedious geometrical calculations.

To practically predict path loss, extensive measurement campaigns have been
conducted and used to develop empirical models. Measurement results can also be
used to adjust analytical models, resulting in semi-empirical models. In such models,
the averaged path loss over time is modeled as a function of distance and typically
formulated as shown in [16]. Particularly, we have:

hp =
PRX

PTX
= K

(︂d0
d

)︂γ
, (2.2)

where d0 is the reference distance. K and γ are coefficients representing environment
characteristics (e.g., urban or rural areas, with or without LOS). Those coefficients
are derived by fitting analytical models to measurement results. Two well-adopted
empirical models for urban environments are the Okumura-Hata model [17] and the
Lee model [18]. In the scope of the research project European Cooperative for Scien-
tific and Technical 231 (COST-231), the Okumura-Hata urban model was extended
to cover a more elaborated frequency range [19]. COST-231 also proposed another
model for microcells and small macrocells by combining models proposed by Walfisch
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and Ikegami. Particularly, assuming the LOS case and a distance more than 20 m,
path loss as the function of distance d and frequency fc yields:

hp [dB] = 42.6 + 26 log(d) + 20 log(fc) (2.3)

Shadowing

Path loss models predict the average attenuation over time for a given distance
between the transmitter and the receiver. However, practical path loss measurements
for the same distance at different places differ from predicted values. The difference
is explained by the existence of large objects in the nearby environment (like sur-
rounding buildings and mountains). The statistical variation observed in path loss
measurements is presented by shadowing. Shadowing is efficiently modeled as a zero-
mean Gaussian process [20]. The stochastic model of shadowing loss, denoted by hs,
is given by:

p(hs) =
1√︁
2πσ2

s

e
− h2s

2σ2
s (2.4)

where σ2
s is the variation expressed in decibels. Typical σs takes a value in the range

from 5 to 12 dB depending on communication systems [18].
Furthermore, since shadowing is caused by large obstacles, it exhibits a correlation

in space [21]. A model of the auto-correlation of shadowing values can be found in
[22] and shown as:

ρ(r) =
1√︁
σ2
s

e
d
d0 (2.5)

where d0 is the reference distance, which, according to measurements, varies between
25 m and 100 m at 1900 MHz or between a few and few tens meters for 900 MHz.

Multipath fading

Due to multipath propagation, each received signal is constituted by multiple
copies of the transmitted one. Each copy undergoes a different environment, thus
yielding different power, phase, and delay variations. Due to phase differences, those
copies can interact constructively or destructively, resulting in fast and vigorous vari-
ations of received signal power. This effect is called multipath fading. In general,
multipath fading occurs much faster compared to the varying pace of shadowing.

The time difference between the first and the last arriving copies is called delay
spread ∆td. Delay spread relates to the coherence bandwidth of channel [23], which is
the frequency range over which channel behavior is approximately unchanged. How-
ever, the relation between delay spread and coherence bandwidth is subjective. One
reason lies in the definition of the similarity of channel responses. An approximation
of coherence bandwidth Wc can be found in [14] and formulated as:



Wc ≈
1

2π∆td
(2.6)

Based on the comparison between coherence bandwidth and signal bandwidth, a
fading channel can be classified as flat or frequency selective. The difference is that
frequency components of a transmitted signal are treated equally in the flat fading
channel and differently in the frequency selective channel.

In addition, due to delay spread, one signal symbol can spread and interfere with
adjacent ones, causing Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). One efficient way to avoid ISI
is to insert GI between adjacent signal symbols. ISI can be eliminated if GI’s length
exceeds delay spread.

When the transmitter, the receiver, and surrounding objects are not stationary,
the received signal suffers from frequency shifts caused by the Doppler effect. The
range between the minimal and the maximal frequency shift is called Doppler spread
∆fd. Importantly, there is a reciprocal relationship between Doppler spread and
coherence time Tc [23]. In essence, the channel’s coherence time is the period over
which the channel behavior does not change significantly. Generally, the larger the
Doppler spread, the shorter the coherence time. The relation is again subjective. It
can be explained by the fact that a path with a substantial Doppler shift may have
a too weak amplitude that gives no strong distortion. One example model is shown
in [14] and cited below.

Tc ≈
√︄

9

16π(∆fd)2
=

0.423

∆fd
(2.7)

Depending on how signal symbol duration is compared to coherence time, wireless
channels can be classified as either fast fading or slow fading. In the first case, the
channel’s responses changes rapidly within one symbol. In the meantime, slow fading
channel can be considered static over one or several signal symbols.

Due to Doppler spread, signals generated on one frequency band can interfere with
adjacent bands. When those bands come from the same transmitter, the interference
is referred to as Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI). One means to cope with ICI is to
insert a Guard Band (GB) between two adjacent frequency bands.

In this thesis, fading channel is assumed to be flat. Consequently, the following
discussion focuses only on modeling flat fading channels.

Mathematically, flat fading can be modeled via stochastic processes. Assuming
there are a large number of statistically independent paths and there is no direct
path between the transmitter and the receiver (i.e., Non Line of Sight (NLOS)), the
Probability Density Function (PDF) of amplitudes of complex received signals can
be efficiently modeled by the Rayleigh distribution [14]. It means

p(hf ) =
hf
σ2

× e
−(hf )2

2σ2 (2.8)

where σ = 1
2
PRX and PRX is the average received signal power. When there is a

dominant LOS path, the Rayleigh distribution is replaced by the Rice distribution.
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Apart from the fading amplitude hf , another important property of fading channel
is the Doppler power spectral density, which describes how much spectral spread
the Doppler effect causes. The corresponding effect of Doppler spread is the auto-
correlation of channel responses in time. That property is efficiently modeled by the
Jakes model, which is based on an assumption of equal-strength rays and uniformly
distributed arrival angles [24]. The Jakes fading model is a deterministic method for
simulating time-correlated Rayleigh fading channels. This model is widely used and
also adopted in this thesis.

Thermal noise

Noise is generally not a useful signal caused by arbitrary sources like human-
made devices like microwave ovens. In this thesis, only thermal noise is relevant
and, thus, considered. Generally, thermal noise originates from the heat caused by
random movements of charged particles (like electrons) in the circuitry. That heat
then distorts useful signals.

Thermal noise can be effectively modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic
process [22]. It means the power spectral density of thermal noise is constant over all
frequency ranges. Due to that, it is said to be white, like the white light that contains
all frequency. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of thermal noise can be computed
(in Watt per Hertz) as the product of the Boltzmann constant and temperature.

2.2 OFDM Basics

OFDM has been adopted in several modern communication standards. For in-
stance, OFDM presents itself in several WiFi standards in the IEEE 802.11 family.
In addition, OFDM also takes place in several broadcast standards like Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB) and Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB). Besides, Asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) also uses OFDM to enable fast data transmissions
over copper telephone lines.

Essentially, OFDM is a form of Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). In FDM
systems, the total channel bandwidth is divided into several non-overlapping sub-
bands. The transmitter can then modulate those sub-bands simultaneously to send
its data. Typical FDM implementations require small gaps or GBs inserted between
sub-bands to avoid ICI. However, the adoption of GB reduces spectral efficiency,
since GBs convey no user data.

OFDM distinguishes itself from conventional FDM systems by, first of all, allowing
sub-bands to be overlapping. In OFDM systems, the smallest sub-band is one subcar-
rier. Typically, a group of adjacent subcarriers forms one subchannel. The problem of
ICI is avoided by assuring mutual orthogonality between subcarriers. Roughly speak-
ing, orthogonality means the PSD of each subcarrier has its maxima exactly where
those of all other subcarriers equal zero. Figure 2.2 illustrates the subcarrier orthog-
onality in the frequency domain. As a result of orthogonality, OFDM can improve
spectral efficiency compared to FDM. Another advantage of OFDM lies in its ro-
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of subcarrier orthogonality

bustness against multipath fading. Due to the division of bandwidth to narrow-band
subcarriers, the common bandwidth of subcarrier is normally smaller than the chan-
nel’s coherence bandwidth. As the result, OFDM is resistant to frequency selective
fading.

Analytically, let B be the total bandwidth, which is divided into N orthogonal
subcarriers. Consequently, subcarriers are equally spaced on the frequency axis by a
distance of:

f0 =
B

N
=

1

Tsym
, (2.9)

where Tsym denotes the OFDM symbol duration.

Q Q Q

I I I

BPSK QPSK 16QAM

Figure 2.3: Example modulation schemes

At the transmitter, first, channel coding is performed on user data, so that trans-
mission errors can be detected and corrected at the receiver [25]. Next, the coded data
is mapped on a complex constellation following a modulation scheme like Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) or Phase Shift Keying (PSK) into complex symbols
dk. Figure 2.3 illustrates some modulation schemes, where Ik and Qk denote in-phrase
and quadrature components of complex symbols, respectively. As depicted in Figure
2.4, the stream of those symbols is then fed to a Serial to Parallel Converter, so that
N symbols can be modulated on N subcarriers simultaneously.
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Figure 2.4: Block diagrams of OFDM modulation

The modulation of dk with the k-th subcarrier, becoming sk, is presented in the
following equation.

sk(t) = Re

{︄
dke

j2πkf0t

}︄
, 0 ≤ t ≤ Tsym (2.10)

Note that function Re() in (2.10) returns the real part of a complex symbol.
Consequently, signals on N subcarriers are then multiplexed into one OFDM signal
s(t). For the scaling purpose, s(t) is normalized to N . Then the final form of OFDM
signal s(t) yields:

s(t) =
1

N

N−1∑︂

k=0

sk(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tsym (2.11)

Next, s(t) is modulated with the nominal carrier frequency fc before being fed
to the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) and transmitted over the air. In practice,
frequency fc specifies the frequency band licensed to a network operator. s(t) is called
the baseband signal, and the transmitted signal is the bandpass signal. Without loss
of generality, the baseband signal is used to discuss the channel’s impact and the
OFDM demodulation.

From equations (2.10) and (2.11), it can be seen that modulated OFDM signals
can be derived by using Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) instead of N
oscillators. IDFT can be efficiently implemented by the low complex Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) algorithm.

In this thesis, the frequency spacing is selected much smaller than the channel
coherence bandwidth, and all OFDM symbols are also much smaller than the coher-
ence time. In that case, the wireless channel is slow and flat fading, and the channel
response on subcarrier k in time t is then characterized by a complex-valued symbol
hk(t). Consequently, the received signal takes the following form:



r(t) =
N−1∑︂

k=0

rk(t) + n(t) =
N−1∑︂

k=0

hk(t)sk(t) + n(t), (2.12)

where n(t) denotes the thermal noise. n(t) is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian and
flat across all subcarriers. Now we investigate the demodulation. The basic idea is to
exploit the orthogonality condition. The mathematical description of orthogonality
(between two subcarriers m and n) is shown below:

1

Tsym

∫︂ Tsym

0

ej2πmf0te−j2πnf0t =
1

Tsym

∫︂ Tsym

0

ej2π(m−n)f0t = δ(m− n) (2.13)

where δ(m−n) is the delta function, which equals one when m = n and zero otherwise.
Based on this property, the signal on subcarrier k can be demodulated using oscillator
k as following:

rk(t) = r(t)e−j2πkf0nt = hk(t)dk + θ(t) (2.14)

where θ(t) is a term of thermal noise:

θ(t) =
1

Tsym

∫︂ Tsym

t=0

n(t)e−j2πkf0t (2.15)

Similar to the transmitter, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can replace the
bank of oscillators to efficiently demodulate data symbols dk. In practice, DFT is
implemented by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in order to reduce com-
putational complexity.
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Figure 2.5: Block diagrams of OFDM transmitter and receiver
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Finally, block diagrams of the transmitter and the receiver are illustrated in Figure
2.5. Note that S/P and P/S are the Serial to Parallel and Parallel to Serial converters.

To eliminate ISI, a Guard Interval (GI), whose duration is denoted by Tg, is
prepended to each OFDM symbol. GIs will be deleted at the receiver before received
signals are fed to the FFT module. GIs’ lengths are chosen to be bigger than the
expected delay spread so that multipath components from one symbol cannot interfere
with the following ones.

Moreover, instead of just using an empty guard (i.e., the transmitter generates no
power during this period), some samples in the tail of the OFDM symbol are copied
and used as GI. For that reason, GI is also called Cyclic Prefix (CP). Figure 2.6
illustrates the problem when using empty GI. As it is shown on the left of Figure
2.6, when GI is zero and a time offset exits, the sum of signals on two subcarriers
over time is not zero. The highlighted half of the sine symbol is the culprit. In this
case, ICI arises and deteriorates received signals. In contrast, using CP can avoid this
issue. Further analysis can be found in [26].

Zero CP FFT window

OFDM symbol time

Subcarrier 1 (2 cycles)

Subcarrier 2 (3 and 1/2 cycles)

Part of the 2nd
subcarrier causing

ICI on the 1st
subcarrier

CP
(copy of the tail)

FFT window

OFDM symbol time

Subcarrier 1 (2 cycles)

Subcarrier 2 (4 cycles)

Figure 2.6: Empty GI causing ICI

However, adding CP results in overhead in time and reduces spectral efficiency by
a factor of Tg/(Tsym + Tg). The efficiency reduction can be negligible if the OFDM
symbol duration is much larger than the delay spread, i.e., Tsym >> Tg. The sum of
symbol duration and CP is denoted by T and T = Tsym + Tg.

2.3 OFDMA Basics

OFDMA is the multiple-access variation of OFDM, where unique sets of sub-bands
are assigned to different users and users’ data are transmitted simultaneously. One
advantage of OFDMA compared to OFDM is that OFDMA can exploit multiuser
diversity to improve the system performance. Multiuser diversity basically means
users experience wireless channels of the same frequency band differently, and the
probability that all users suffer from deep fading attenuation at the same time is
typically low. Thus, intelligent algorithms allocating sub-bands to suitable users can
increase spectral efficiency. Resource allocation typically operates on subchannels



(instead of subcarriers). That is to balance signaling overhead and frequency diversity.
As mentioned above, each subchannel consists of some adjacent subcarriers. Figure
2.7 illustrates three assignment strategies. In this example, three users are sharing
12 subchannels. Each user takes a block of consecutive subchannels in the blocking
assignment or a set of interleaved subchannels in the interleaving method. Finally,
subchannels are dynamically assigned to users in the general assignment.

Blocking
assignment

Interleaving
assignment

General
assignment

frequency

frequency

frequency

Subchannel of user 2

Subchannel of user 3

Subchannel of user 1

Figure 2.7: Illustration of frequency assignment strategies

The block diagram for the downlink, i.e., from BS to M users, is illustrated in
Figure 2.8. At first, considering Channel State Information (CSI), a subset of sub-
channels is assigned to each user. Then, similar to OFDM, user bitstream is grouped
and mapped on constellations of modulation schemes like QAM and PSK to obtain
complex symbols dm.

Frequency 
and power 
allocation

OFDMA
TX

 Channel 0

Channel 1

Channel (M-1)

User 0

User 1

User (M-1)

… …

…

…

Channel State Information

d0d0

d1d1

dM−1dM−1

Figure 2.8: Block diagram of the downlink of a typical OFDMA system

Usually, the mapping process is realized by performing an algorithm to select a
proper Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) subject to the channel state. Essen-
tially, higher MCS order means more bits can be loaded into one symbol but higher
sensitivity to noise. Figure 2.9 shows the relation of sensitivity (in term of Bit Error
Rate (BER)) of different MCSs and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). As the name im-
plies, SNR is the ratio of received power to noise. Consider the same tolerable BER,
higher schemes should be used only when the channel condition is good.

To achieve proper resource allocation schemes, CSI is crucial so that the trans-
mitter can adapt resource allocation schemes to time-varying channel states in the
most efficient way. In this thesis, the transmitter in the uplink, i.e., the user device,
equally distributes maximal power budget among assigned subcarriers.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of MCS selection

2.4 Adaptive Video Streaming

This section summarizes the basis of video coding and video streaming techniques.

2.4.1 Video coding

Video coding is essentially the process of compressing and changing the format of
video content while maintaining a reasonable perceptual quality. The main purpose
of video coding is efficiency and compatibility regarding storage, transmission, and
interoperability. Video decoding is the reverse process. The term “codec” indicates
a pair of encoding and decoding algorithms to compress and decompress video data.
There are three main compression approaches in the literature: hybrid, wavelet, and
parametric compressions. Among them, hybrid compression has been proved to be
most efficient and, thus, broadly adopted [27]. Hybrid compression combines three
coding algorithms underneath, which are entropy, prediction, and transform coding.

• Entropy coding is a type of lossless data compression achieved by representing
frequently occurring input patterns by short codewords and rare patterns by
long ones. However, the compression efficiency is insignificant by applying only
entropy coding.

• Prediction coding aims to predict the unknown content based on known ones.
The idea is to exploit similarities in the spatial and temporal dimensions of video
content. For instance, pixels belonging to the blue sky in a video frame (i.e., in
spatial dimensions) tend to have similar values of luminance (i.e., pixel inten-
sity) and chrominance (i.e., pixel color). Similarly, the change of picture pixels
in consecutive frames can exhibit a temporal correlation to the object’s move-
ment. The exploitation of similarities within a frame is referred to as INTRA
prediction, while the one between frames is INTER prediction. Using prediction



algorithms, the sender can send only a small amount of data representing the
difference between the predicted signal and the actual one.

• Transform coding, which is based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [28], is
used to compress data further. Roughly speaking, DCT can be seen as a cut-
down version of FFT, where only the real part of FFT is returned. Using this
method, video content is separated into parts of different importance concerning
visual quality. Consequently, compression is achieved by discarding less critical
information.

Video coding standards are required to ensure compatibility. Two main stan-
dardization bodies are International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication
Sector (ITU-T) and International Standard Organization (ISO)-International Elec-
trotechnical Commission (IEC). While ITU-T develops the Moving Picture Experts
Group (MPEG) standard family (e.g., MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4), ISO works on
the H.26x series (e.g., H.264 and H.265). The most common standard used by 91%
of video industry developers by September 2019 is H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video
Coding (shortly H.264/AVC) [29], which is jointly developed by ITU-T and ISO/IEC.
A key advantage of H.264/AVC is its compression efficiency (i.e., only half or less the
bitrate of MPEG-4) for good video quality while not increasing the implementation
complexity significantly.

Besides, H.264/AVC provides enough flexibility so that it can be adopted for
a wide variety of applications, including broadcast, DVD storage, RTP/IP packet
networks, and multimedia telephony systems. In practice, H.264/AVC defines a set
of supported profiles and levels that target different application areas [30]. While a
profile defines the set of coding algorithms that can be used, a level defines certain
limits for key parameters (e.g., maximal resolution, maximal output bitrate) of coding
parameters. For instance, the baseline profile targets applications that require a low
computational complexity and a high error decoding resilience, while the main profile
aims at high coding efficiency and low error robustness.

To boost the scalability, ITU-T and ISO/IEC JTC jointly developed the Scalable
Video Coding (SVC) extension to H.264/AVC [31]. SVC allows the same encoded
video can be decoded at different quality levels with, for instance, different resolutions
and frame rates while avoiding transcoding or re-encoding. SVC achieves its scalabil-
ity via the concept of LVC, which will be the main subject of the following sub-section.
LVC is also supported in H.265, i.e., High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), which is
the direct successor of H.264/AVC. HEVC targets very high resolutions (e.g., 4K and
8K) and double compression efficiency while maintaining similar or the same video
quality compared to H.264/AVC. Some key features of HEVC are flexibility and more
efficient compression.

2.4.2 Layered and Non-Layered Video Coding

In a system using LVC, video content is encoded into a hierarchical structure of
layers, including one base layer and some enhancement ones. During the decoding
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process, the base layer is decoded first to construct basic images, which provides
the lowest quality regarding resolution, frame rate, and fidelity. The quality is then
enhanced by decoding higher layers in the hierarchical structure. In other words, the
same encoded content can be decoded at different bitrates. It is important to note that
higher layers can only be successfully decoded when lower layers are available; missing
the base layer leads to a decoding failure despite the presence of all enhancement ones.

LVC exploits three scalability dimensions of video content: time, space, and fi-
delity. They are also referred to as temporal, spatial, and quality scalability, respec-
tively. Figure 2.10 illustrates three scalabilities types.

Low quality High quality

15Hz 30Hz

QCIF
CIF

4CIF

Scalabe
video

Spatial
scalability

Temporal
scalability

SNR (quality)
scalability

Figure 2.10: Illustration of three scalability types

On the contrary, NLVC streams do not contain any subset, which can be decoded
partially. It means, encoded data using NLVC is not scalable. In other words, if a
large proportion of the stream is missing, it cannot be decodable properly.

2.4.3 Streaming applications and latency requirement

Regarding latency requirements, streaming applications can be categorized into
three types, which are interactive, low-delay, and VoD streaming. Some examples of
interactive services are video conferencing and video gaming. To assure a good user
experience for such multimedia streams, ITU-T recommends limiting the latency un-
der 100 ms [32]. Live sport streaming is one example of low-delay streaming services.
Typically, the tolerable latency for this type spans from one to few seconds.

One fundamental characteristic of interactive and low-delay streaming is that the
encoding, downloading, and playback processes happen simultaneously. Thus there
is a specific limit for available contents clients can download. On the contrary, in the
case of VoD, the entire video content is available on the server. Therefore, users can
download as much as possible.



In this thesis, Chapter 5 approaches low-delay streaming, and Chapter 6 targets
even lower latency requirements toward interactive streaming.

2.4.4 Adaptive Streaming

Essentially, adaptive streaming is the technology that can adapt on the fly the
bitrate of video content to, for instance, available link rate. The de-facto approach
to develop adaptive streaming applications is to adopt HAS. In a HAS system, video
content is divided into a series of segments, each of which has a constant playback
duration ranging from one to tens seconds. Each segment can be decoded indepen-
dently of other segments. The encoded content is stored on Hypertext Transport
Protocol (HTTP) servers. A client downloads video segments from servers using the
HTTP protocol. By adopting HTTP, HAS can leverage the ubiquitous delivery infras-
tructure developed for web traffic, including Content Delivery Network (CDN) and
cache servers. Also, HTTP can ease the deployment since it is typically allowed to
pass middleboxes, such as firewalls and Network Address Translation (NAT) devices.

A client starts to play the video when a sufficient amount of data is buffered. An
initial delay is the waiting time between the first request and the start of playback.
During the playback, new segments are downloaded, while buffered ones are played
out. If the download of a segment is not finished when the player needs it, the play-
back goes into a stall. Such an event is also referred to as buffer underrun. Different
strategies dealing with video stalls are available for different types of applications.
For the real-time and low-delay applications, the player can ignore missing segments,
strive to download and play next available segments to minimize the latency. In con-
trast, with VoD, the player normally halts, re-buffers, and resumes the playback only
when the buffer level exceeds a pre-defined threshold. In general, buffer underrun can
strongly degrade the perceived quality. Therefore, video adaptation algorithms are
needed to adapt video bitrate to network conditions and ensure continuous playback.

To enable the adaptation of video streaming, a HAS server can provide multiple
sub-streams of the same video content, which are suitable for different conditions like
available link rate. Service providers typically select the set of supported sub-streams
during the planning phase [33].

NLVS and LVS

Either LVC or NLVC can be used to derive sub-streams. In this thesis, Layered
Video Streaming (LVS) and Non-Layered Video Streaming (NLVS) are used to refer to
streaming services using LVC and NLVC, respectively. Importantly, HAS by design is
codec-agnostic. Therefore, the integration of different coding standards should require
only minor changes in the implementation [34]. In either case, the metadata describing
available sub-streams is required for video adaptation process. Some vital information
is segment indices, representation indices, links to individual representations, and
bitrates of representations. Figure 2.11 depicts the adaptation principle of NLVS and
LVS.
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of HAS using NLVS and LVS

In NLVS, each input video segment is encoded multiple times with different coding
parameters (e.g., resolution and frame frequency) into multiple representations. The
encoding process of different representations is independent of each other. In litera-
ture, this approach is also known as Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [35]. In the
example shown in Figure 2.11, there are three independent representations for each
segment. Note that, this example assumes Constant Bitrate (CBR), therefore seg-
ments belonging to one representation have the same bitrate. Alternatively, bitrates
can vary among segments when Variable Bitrate (VBR) encoding is enabled. Never-
theless, the key point is that the bitrate of a low-quality representation is expected
to be smaller than those of higher ones.

Most services nowadays adopt NLVS. One reason is the low implementation com-
plexity of video adaptation. However, NLVS has several disadvantages, such as large
additional content storage (due to several representations) and non-optimal quality
selection under varying network conditions [36].



Recently, LVS has drawn more interest from both academics as well as industry.
In LVS, a sub-stream can be seen as a combination of encoded layers. In that way,
LVS offers multiple adaptation points while streaming a segment. For instance, after
successfully downloading a few layers, a client can decide either to download the
next enhancement layer or the base layer of the next segment. This advantage of
LVS facilitates great responsiveness to bandwidth fluctuation. Another advantage
of LVS over NLVS is the requirement for storage. Concerning NLVS, since multiple
independent representations of the same content need to be stored, storage of roughly
200% to 300% of the highest video quality is required [36]. In the case of LVS,
the server stores only the metadata describing the hierarchical structure together
with the only-encoded-once video content. The overhead of metadata is estimated at
roughly 10% for each enhancement layer [37]. Thus, the overhead needed for a typical
configuration of one base layer and seven enhancement layers is 70%. Compared
to a few hundred percent in the NLVS case, the reduction in storage capacity is
significant. Another advantage of LVS is the robustness to the large bandwidth
fluctuation. Notably, since a whole NLVS segment is required for decoding, a deep
fade of wireless channels can extend download time and cause video stalls. When
adopting LVS, the player can cancel the unfinished downloads of enhancement layers
and play out buffered layers to avoid buffer underrun.

One disadvantage of LVS lies in the additional signaling overhead as many HTTP
requests are needed for each segment [36]. Fortunately, the HTTP/2 standard has
recently introduced the Server Push feature that allows the server to respond with
a pre-configured sequence of segments to a single request [38]. This feature has the
potential to reduce the protocol overhead.

2.4.5 Quality of Experience

One primary factor in developing any video streaming system is to measure user
satisfaction or QoE. However, several reasons, like the complex human visual and
neural systems, make the assessment of QoE become a highly complex task.

Evaluation methods

There are three main approaches to evaluating QoE: subjective tests, objective
models, and data-driven models [39].

Concerning subjective tests, video is evaluated by human viewers. Mean Opin-
ion Score (MOS) is commonly used for subjective tests. MOS is a measure for the
arithmetic average over individual human-judged quality values. Typically, MOS has
a scale from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent).

Subjective tests obviously can bypass the lack of complete knowledge about human
perception, but this method is very costly due to human involvement and, thus,
not applicable for a large number of videos. For that reason, objective models are
the most of interests. Many studies have been conducted to study the relationship
between influencing factors and human perception. One common metric is Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), which is computed by averaging the squared intensity
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difference (i.e., Mean Square Error (MSE)) of distorted and reference image pixels.
Although PSNR does not reflect very well perceived quality, it is appealing because it
is simple to calculate, has clear physical meanings, and is mathematically convenient
in the context of optimization.

In order to calculate PSNR, full knowledge of the original content is required. For
that reason, this method belongs to the group of full reference methods. Alternatively,
Structural Similarity (SSIM) can provide a better assessment. In this method, the
high sensitivity of the human visual system to structural distortion is exploited [40].
Importantly, PSNR and SSIM are measured for each video segment, thus considered
as short-term quality measurements.

Finally, data-driven models have emerged from big data technology, where a large
amount of information about viewers’ opinions and content characteristics are avail-
able for analysis.

Key factors affecting QoE

This section describes key factors that can strongly affect user QoE. Those factors
are initial delay, video stalling, and quality fluctuation.

At the beginning of each streaming session, an initial delay is required to build
up the playback buffer. Roughly speaking, the impact of initial waiting time on QoE
strongly depends on the streaming application. But, in general, several studies have
pointed out that the initial delay is expected by the users from the everyday usage of
video applications and considered less important for QoE [41].

While the initial delay is expected, video stalling is unexpected. The impact of
video stalling is thus much worse than initial delay. Furthermore, other researches
suggest that video stalling is even more important than many other factors like frame
rates and quantization parameters [33]. Importantly, it is shown that both the stalling
duration and the number of stalling events have an exponential impact on QoE [42].

For those reasons, it is crucial to mitigate video stalling. In addition, the fluctu-
ation of selected representations, or the adaptation trajectory, can also affect QoE.
Although the impact is less severe than video stalling, its impact on QoE must not
be neglected [33].



Chapter 3

Related Work and Scope of the Thesis

The first three sections of this chapter discuss main problems considered in this
thesis and the gap in the literature. In particular, the first one concerns previous
approaches dealing with imperfect synchronization in the uplink of OFDMA systems.
The second section then addresses DRA in OFDMA systems. The state of the art
regarding cross-layer video adaptation is then presented. The last section summarizes
the scope of this thesis and the main contributions.

3.1 OFDMA Synchronization

One fundamental disadvantage of OFDMA lies in the stringent requirement of
synchronization in time and frequency. Lack of synchronization results in interference
that severely degrade the system performance. In the downlink, time errors can
lead to incorrect placements of FFT windows and, thus, give rise to ISI. Besides,
frequency errors can result in overlaps of frequency bands or demodulation at incorrect
frequencies, causing ICI. In the uplink, misalignment in the time and frequency
domains between users’ signals arriving at BS can additionally introduce MAI.

However, acquiring sufficient synchronization is exceptionally challenging due to
several reasons like mobility and imperfect oscillator clocks. In the literature, there
are plenty of studies on this topic. For instance, a general search with the keyword
“OFDM synchronization” on IEEExplore 1 gives more than 4000 results, and about a
half of them are published in the last ten years (from 2011 to 2021).

This section gives an overview of synchronization challenges in OFDMA systems.
A typical approach dealing with synchronization errors is first to estimate and

then counteract time and frequency offsets. For that reason, this approach is generally
referred to, in this thesis, as the Estimation-Correction Based Approach (ECBA).

Commonly the estimation task is accomplished in two phases. The first phase,
which typically happens at the beginning of OFDMA frames, is to achieve a coarse
estimate. Consequently, the long-term deviation caused by the Doppler effect and
the oscillator’s clock drifts is addressed by a fine-tracking process in the second phase
[11].

1https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
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CP 1st half 2nd half CP PN1 and PN2

First training symbol Second training symbol

Figure 3.1: Illustration of training symbols in [44]

3.1.1 Synchronization in the downlink

Coarse estimations

One common approach for acquiring synchronization errors in the downlink is
to use pilot signals dedicated for the estimation purpose [11]. Many works follow-
ing this approach first utilize a training sequence of a few OFDM symbols in time.
Some important works are introduced in [43]–[49]. Those solutions then distinguish
themselves from others by proposing different training signals and corresponding es-
timation algorithms.

Schmidt and Cox introduced an exemplary work in [44]. This work is adopted as
the base for many other studies. Therefore, we first summarize the proposed method
in more detail. The proposed solution utilizes two training symbols. While the first
one consists of two identical halves, the second one is generated by modulating a
Pseudo Noise (PN) sequence on the even subcarriers and another PN sequence on the
odd subcarriers.

The acquisition of time offsets then means finding the beginning of the first train-
ing symbol. Due to the special repetitive structure, the receiver can detect that
symbol by searching for the delay where the autocorrelation function of time sam-
ples yields the maximum value. Once the first symbol is located, time offset can be
calculated, and the placement of FFT windows can be adjusted.

A large frequency offset (exceeding subcarrier spacing) is possible by decomposing
it into a fraction and an integer part of frequency spacing. The two parts are then
addressed sequentially. First, the fraction part is determined by computing the phase
difference of samples in two identical halves. Second, the integer part is exposed by
the modification of PN numbers at the FFT output. Finally, time error estimates are
then achieved by finding the delay at which the normalized autocorrelation function
of received signals is maximal. However, the autocorrelation function in [44] exhibits
a large plateau, which greatly reduces the estimation accuracy.

Other works like [45], [46] then aim to enhance the accuracy by developing more
efficient training patterns and corresponding estimation algorithms. In general, pro-
posed algorithms become less effective when time errors are small, e.g., less than 2%
of the FFT window in [46].

Another approach utilizes so-called blind estimations. Those algorithms exploit
inherent properties of OFDMA signals to estimate offsets, and no dedicated resource
is required for the estimation purpose. The first advantage of this approach is the
improvement of spectral efficiency since more resources convey user data. Second,
estimation algorithms can take place entirely on the receiver without signaling with
the transmitter. However, those advantages come with the cost of higher complexity
and lower accuracy compared to those utilizing training sequences.



One main class of blind estimations achieves time errors by exploiting the corre-
lation between the CP and the OFDMA symbol’s tail, or the cyclostationary of the
OFDM transmission. Some examples are [50], [51]. However, the performance of such
solutions degrades strongly when significant multipath fading destroys the similarity
between the CP and the tail. Besides, another class reserves some un-modulated
subcarriers (i.e., null subcarriers) to estimate time and frequency offsets. Important
works in this class are [52], [53].

Fine tracking estimations

The presence of non-negligible sampling frequency errors and Doppler shifts gives
rise to long-term variations of time and frequency errors. Those deviations need to
be tracked periodically throughout OFDM frames to avoid ICI and ISI.

One important work that explicitly deals with sampling frequency errors is in-
troduced by Kim et al. in [54]. In this work, some pilot subcarriers are required.
The proposed algorithm then tracks residual time offsets by using a Phrase Locked
Loop (PLL) to compute the difference of phase changes between all pilot subcarriers
at the IFFT output to obtain accurate results.

Fine frequency tracking is commonly achieved via closed control loops. In such
systems, the FFT output is fed back to compute errors, which are then fed to a Voltage
Controlled Oscillator (VCO). Consequently, VCO generates an exponential term to
compensate frequency offsets of received signals [55]. Next, pilot subcarriers or blind
estimations can be used to compute errors. Key researches using such approaches
include [50], [55]–[58]. In those works, errors can be computed from samples either in
the time or the frequency domain (i.e., at the FFT output). One example of methods
operating in the frequency domain is [59]. In this work, a Maximum Likelihood (ML)-
based approach is used to approximate frequency offsets. That work is then slightly
improved in [55]. In general, using training signals can improve estimate accuracy
and reduce complexity compared to blind estimations but requires some resources
dedicated for the estimation task.

3.1.2 Synchronization in the uplink

Generally, achieving good synchronization in the uplink is much more challenging
than in the downlink. Particularly, since all component signals (on sub-bands) in the
downlink come from BS, component signals yield the same synchronization offsets.
Consequently, the receiver has to track time and frequency offsets from one entity. In
the uplink, signals arriving at BS are constituted of multiple components sent from
multiple users, thus possessing different time and frequency offsets. The BS thus
needs to simultaneously estimate and track plenty of offset values from all component
signals. Furthermore, the next task after achieving offset estimates is to counteract
synchronization errors. However, this task is also challenging. One fundamental
reason is that adjusting BS’s clock to synchronize with one user clock can increase
the errors of others.
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One common approach for simplifying those challenges is to adopt long CP so
that there is no overlap between OFDMA symbols in the time domain. As a result,
component signals are effectively quasi-synchronous in the time domain, and only
frequency offsets remain. To that aim, CPs accommodate not only the maximal
delay spread but also the maximal time offset (caused by, e.g., different propagation
delay).

In general, many solutions have been developed for acquiring and correcting fre-
quency offsets in the uplink. Similar to the aforementioned classification in the down-
link, proposed approaches can roughly be classified into two groups depending on if
training sequences are required or not. In case of no training sequence, blind estima-
tions are required.

Suppose no training sequence is available. The estimation task generally becomes
much more challenging, since an exhaustive multiuser multi-dimensional ML search
is required for blind estimations [60]. Importantly, blind estimations are only pos-
sible when a special structure of signals, like in the interleaving assignment, can be
exploited for the estimation purpose.

This section focuses on frequency estimations in the uplink. And, since proposed
algorithms in the literature are tailored for different frequency assignment strategies,
this section is divided into three sub-sections addressing blocking, interleaving, and
general assignment.

Estimation for blocking assignment

In the case of blocking assignment, each user takes a unique set of continuous sub-
channels. Blocking assignment simplifies the synchronization task to a large extent.
In the presence of frequency errors, only a few subcarriers located at the borders may
experience significant ICI. To mitigate this problem, GB are typically inserted be-
tween sub-bands to avoid ICI as proposed in [53], [61]. Suppose frequency offsets are
adequately smaller than GB. In that case, BS can easily separate signals from different
users by feeding received signals through a bank of band-pass filters in the frequency
domain. Each filter targets one sub-band of one user. Consequently, conventional
offset estimation methods can be adopted.

Estimation for interleaving assignment

Adopting interleaving assignment, subchannels assigned to each user are equally
spread over the system bandwidth. The motivation is to exploit frequency diversity.
Despite that advantage, interleaving assignment is very sensitive to frequency offsets
since subchannels can overlap much more frequently than in block assignment. That
makes the synchronization task for interleaving assignment very challenging.

Some important works in this context are [60], [62]. The common idea of those
works is to adopt blind estimations that exploit the periodic structure of interleaving
assignment. Roughly speaking, that structure can be seen as equally-spaced subchan-
nels, which belong to one user, have an equal frequency offset. Based on this idea,
introduced solutions focus on designing efficient estimators with reasonable complex-



ity. For instance, the work in [62] proposes an iterative estimation scheme using Space
Alternating Generalized Expectation Maximization (SAGE) for performing ML pa-
rameter estimation. In addition, a series expansion when evaluating the ML function
is used in [60].

Frequency estimation for general assignment

Adopting general assignment, BS can exploit knowledge of CSI to assign suitable
subchannels to users. This assignment strategy is more flexible than two previous
assignment strategies and able to exploit multiuser diversity [55]. However, the ab-
sence of a predefined structure of sub-band assignments makes the synchronization
task extremely challenging.

The most common approach in the literature typically requires some dedicated
training symbols for the estimation. Some important works that use training symbols
are shown in [63]–[66]. For instance, it is assumed in [64] that each user transmits a
training block at the beginning of each OFDMA frame. The estimation of frequency
offsets is then persuaded via a ML algorithm. However, the introduced solution is
prohibitively complex since they demand an enormous searching space over multiple
dimensions. To reduce complexity, the work resorts to the alternating projection,
which uses a sequence of projections to convert the joint multi-dimensional search to
a sequence of one-dimensional searches. However, the proposed system is still highly
complex, while the estimation result is not optimal.

Alternatively, the work in [63] leverages a mathematical solution of certain OP to
replace alternating projection algorithms. The simulation result shows a clear out-
performance compared to [64]. Another approach for reducing complexity is shown in
[65]. In this work, the alternating projection is substituted by an interactive scheme.
In each step, users are divided into groups and handled separately to transform a
large mathematical matrix into smaller ones.

The common feature of the proposed algorithms in [63]–[65] is that estimation
errors can be significant when SNR is weak. For instance, MSE is around 10−2 when
SNR is 0dB. The higher the SNR, the smaller the MSE value.

In the meantime, a family of sub-optimal estimators was provided in [67] to achieve
lower complexity. In essence, this work aims to replace the exact ML criterion with
approximated criteria, which are easier to compute and fairly efficient. This is done
by approximating the inverse of a frequency offset matrix with the inverse of a prede-
termined matrix. Proposed estimators are shown to be asymptotically efficient while
requiring reasonable complexity. However, the complexity reduction comes at the
cost of estimate accuracy.

Interestingly, the work in [68] exploits the tile structure used in IEEE 802.16
networks and proposes to embed training signals on a few subcarriers (instead of
all subcarriers of a subchannel). However, this work again requires an exhaustive
iterative process for estimating frequency offset.
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Synchronization Error Correction

Once time and frequency offsets in the uplink are estimated, BS can counteract
them to restore orthogonality among users’ signals. Unfortunately, as mentioned
above, this problem is not trivial, because the alignment of one specific user would
cause misalignment to all the others. Suppose long CP can facilitate the quasi-
synchronization, the following paragraph focuses only on the correction of frequency
offsets.

One early work in this context is introduced in [69], where signals from each user
are treated separately by one detector. As a result, multiple FFT blocks are needed.
An alternative design is introduced in [61], referred to as CLJL, where only one
FFT unit is used. Consequently, a post-FFT processing technique, which is based
on circular convolution, is employed to correct frequency offsets. However, CLJL
performs well only for the blocking assignment. For the case of interleaving or a
general assignment, the solution in [70] proposes an iterative interference cancellation
scheme to enhance the performance of CLJL. Alternatively, the method of linear
multiuser detection can be used instead of interference cancellation as shown in [71].
Roughly speaking, proposed solutions aim at restoring orthogonality among users by
applying a linear transformation to the FFT output.

In general, the performance of correction algorithms depends on the assignment
strategy, where they perform better for blocking assignments than interleaving and
general ones. Apart from that, the performance degrades when SNR decreases.

3.1.3 Summary

In general, the ECBA approach has some main disadvantages. First, estimation
and correction algorithms are generally implemented using complex signaling process-
ing techniques.

Second, large overheads are expected to reduce complexity. For instance, cor-
responding to the Partially Used Sub-Channelization (PUSC) method in the IEEE
802.16m standard, each uplink tile consists of 4 adjacent subcarriers in frequency and
3 symbols in time, and 4 out of the 12 subcarrier-symbol combinations are for pilot
signals, i.e., approximately 33% of system resources is for the overhead [72].

Third, proposed methods following ECBA are strongly coupled with selected re-
source assignment strategies, and not every scheme can be efficiently handled. In
general, due to the implementation complexity, there is always a chance that residual
offsets still exist [12]. For instance, a well-known study in [73] proposes a frequency
offset tracking algorithm for the IEEE 802.11e OFDMA uplink. In this paper, a
fluctuation of frequency offsets over OFDMA symbols is explicitly considered. Eval-
uation results in this work show that certain estimation errors exist by the presence
of thermal noise plus interference induced by frequency offsets. Especially, it shows
that when the variation of frequency offsets is significant, like 10% of the frequency
spacing between subcarriers, residual frequency offsets can be significant. In practice,
the standard IEEE 802.16 requires a precision of less than 2% of frequency spacing
and 25% of symbol duration should be maintained [74].



3.2 Dynamic Resource Allocation

The idea of adapting transmission parameters to channel states to improve the
communication performance can be traced back to the study in [75] introduced by
Hayes in 1968. Later, that idea has been widely adopted for various wireless com-
munication systems as an essential means to cope with unreliable channels [76], [77].
For multiuser systems like OFDMA, another motivation for adaptive approaches is
to exploit multiuser diversity [78]. The basic idea is that channel states of different
users are unlikely to be bad or good at the same time. Consequently, frequency re-
sources are dynamically assigned to users with good channel states, aiming to improve
spectral efficiency.

In the literature, the term DRA generally encompasses adaptive schemes of trans-
mission power, bandwidth, and MCS. Note that the term Adaptive Coding and
Modulation (ACM) indicates the adaptation of MCSs. In the literature, adaptive
modulation is also referred to as adaptive bit loading.

This section discusses the main results in the literature regarding DRA in OFDMA
systems. First, important studies in the downlink from a BS to multiple users (i.e.,
point-to-multipoint) are briefly summarized. Second, significant works on DRA in
the uplink are reviewed. In this section, an explicit discussion about the relation
between DRA and MAI is included. Although the thesis mainly concerns the uplink,
a short review for the downlink is still necessary, since most of DRA algorithms for
the uplink are extended from those for the downlink.

Researches on DRA algorithms for OFDMA systems can be divided into two main
groups, which are margin-adaptive and rate-adaptive. On the one hand, margin-
adaptive algorithms aim to minimize the transmission power while providing users
with a minimum QoS support (regarding, for instance, data rate or BER). On the
other hand, rate-adaptive algorithms strive to maximize throughput with constraints
on the maximal transmission power. In this thesis, only rate-adaptive algorithms in
the single-cell context are relevant and considered.

3.2.1 DRA in the downlink

Regarding the downlink of OFDMA systems, a straightforward objective of rate-
adaptive algorithms is to maximize the total cell throughput. In other words, the goal
is to maximize the system’s spectral efficiency, which is defined as the average number
of bits that can be sent per one Hertz. This problem has been well-studied in the
literature. That challenge is normally formulated as multiuser sum-rate maximization
problems. For instance, Kim et al. considered adaptive subcarrier allocation jointly
with adaptive modulation in [79]. The authors managed to convert nonlinear OPs to
linear ones. Jang et al. then considered the optimization of transmission power and
subcarrier allocation [80]. Importantly, that work proved that, in theory, the total
cell throughput of multiuser systems is maximized if each subcarrier is assigned to the
user with the best channel gain on it. Consequently, the total transmission power is
distributed among subcarriers following the water-filling theorem. Roughly speaking,
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it means more transmission power is applied to subcarriers experiencing good channel
gains.

To derive optimal resource allocation schemes for practical system states, formu-
lated OP need to be solved numerically. However, that task is extremely challenging.
The first reason lies in the discreet nature of subcarrier assignment, where each sub-
carrier is typically assigned to one user. As a result, integer programming problems
are expected. Those problems in basic forms are non-linear and generally hard to
solve. Particularly, the sum-rate maximization problem is proved to be NP-complete
[13]. It means no known algorithms that can provide optimal solutions for such a
problem in polynomial time. As a result, an extensive computation load can be ex-
pected to solve this problem numerically. The work in [81] further considers several
related problems of adaptive allocation in the OFDMA downlink and proves that they
are generally NP-hard. Thus, sub-optimal and less complex approaches are required
to alleviate the problem. To that goal, three different methods are commonly adopted
[82]. The first method is to relax integer constraints so that integer problems can be
converted into linear forms, which can be solved more efficiently [83]. The second
method is to split the DRA problem into two separate and less complex problems of
power allocation and frequency allocation. The third method is to develop heuristic
algorithms. As an example, the sum-rate maximization problem can be efficiently
solved by the greedy algorithm in [84].

The sum-rate maximization, however, leads to unfairness among users. For in-
stance, more frequency resources will be allocated to users located closer to BS since
their channel gains are better than those in the further locations. It is important
that spectral efficiency can be harmonized with fairness among users. Note that
while spectral efficiency is a technical parameter, fairness is subjective. In general,
fairness and spectral efficiency tend to be conflicting, and fairness among users comes
at the cost of a sub-optimal spectral efficiency [82].

Suppose fairness is simply defined by user throughput. One way to tackle fairness
is to ensure that each user can acquire a minimum rate as proposed in [85]. To
that aim, new constraints to enforce minimum throughput are added to the sum-rate
maximization problem. In this work, a heuristic two-step resource allocation process
is adopted. First, the number of subcarriers assigned to users and the transmission
power allocation is derived by a greedy algorithm. Second, subcarriers are then
assigned to users afterward using the Hungarian algorithm. Simulation results show
that the total throughput in the cell can be improved by 90%, and the potential gain
loss due to sub-optimal approaches is 10%.

Alternatively, fairness is pursued in [86] by maximizing the minimum user through-
put, or shortly max-min user throughput. In that work, it is first assumed that each
subcarrier can be shared among multiple users. By doing that, the authors can derive
a convex problem and greatly reduce the complexity of the original max-min prob-
lem. Based on that, a sub-optimal greedy algorithm is then used to derive allocation
schemes. Throughput gains achieved by the proposed heuristic approach are shown
to be very close to one of the optimal solutions. This work, though, assumes that
users have the same QoS requirements, which is not the case for practical systems.



Another approach for enforcing fairness is to maximize the weighted-sum rate like
in [87]. The main difference compared to the traditional sum-rate maximization is
that user throughput is weighted to assure that users with high priority can receive
more resources, and vice versa. By enforcing a constant transmission power allocation,
a further reduction in computational complexity can be achieved. The work, however,
neglected the discussion on how to select proper weights in practical systems.

In [88], proportional fairness is assured by imposing a set of non-linear constraints
into the sum-rate maximization problem. In this work, proportional fairness based on
fairness indices is formulated to provide an efficient way to prioritize users, instead of
merely assigning arbitrary weights as in [87]. However, the proposed power allocation
algorithm requires solving iterative non-linear methods, which are generally complex.
The authors in [89] relaxed proportional constraints to propose a non-iterative method
with significantly reduced complexity. Various other heuristics have been proposed
to reduce the complexity (e.g., [90]–[93].

Suppose the relation between spectral efficiency and user fairness is defined in a
higher layer of the networking stack. In that case, a better notion of fairness than
a mere throughput can be derived in the form of utility functions. Such a DRA
algorithm that utilizes information from other layers in the stack is said to adopt
the cross-layer design. In [94], [95], the authors establish a theoretical framework and
general algorithms for cross-layer optimizations. Various utility functions are adopted
to bridge the QoS requirement in the Media Access Control (MAC) layer and the
physical layer’s transmission schemes. Consequently, corresponding utility-based OP
are introduced. To solve those OPs, the subcarrier assignment is first derived by
using a sorting search algorithm. Then, the power adaptation is achieved by either a
sequential linear approximation of the water-filling algorithm for the continuous rate
formulation (i.e., Shannon equation) or a greedy power algorithm for discrete rate
formulation (i.e., a limited set of available MCS). Numerical results show significant
performance gains for cross-layer optimization.

In the meantime, the potential gain achieved by different optimal rate-adaptive
algorithms is compared in [96]. It is shown that a dynamic scheme of transmission
power, subcarriers, and MCS can improve the average throughput up to 100% com-
pared to the static approach. Other combinations of dynamic subcarrier allocation or
power allocation with adaptive MCS can also significantly improve the average user
throughput.

3.2.2 DRA in the uplink

A large number of studies focus on exploiting the DRA approach in the downlink
of OFDMA systems, a few others consider the uplink.

The sum-rate maximization problem for the uplink is considered in [97]. In this
work, adaptive mechanisms of subcarrier assignment and power allocation are jointly
considered. First, the adequate OP to find the optimal resource allocation is formu-
lated. Second, a sub-optimal greedy algorithm based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
condition then allocates subcarriers and power. Simulation results show that the pro-
posed algorithm produces almost near-optimal solutions. However, the continuous
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Shannon’s capacity instead of realistic models considering the discreet set of MCSs is
adopted in this work. Besides, the proposed greedy approach requires an iterative al-
gorithm, which is potentially computationally demanding, to realize the water-filling
power allocation.

Similar to the work in [85] proposed for the downlink, an approach maximizing
total cell throughput with constraints for minimum user throughput is introduced in
[98]. The main difference between the two studies lies in multiple constraints for dif-
ferent users’ maximal power allocation. To solve that problem, subcarrier assignment
is achieved via a two-step algorithm. An initial subcarrier allocation considering per-
user fairness is followed by the second allocation of residual subcarriers to increase the
sum rate. However, it is not clear in this work how to select minimum requirements
of user throughput.

A general framework based on utility functions to balance spectral efficiency and
fairness is adopted in [99]. Via proposed utility functions, a notion of max-min fairness
can be pursued. The authors manage to propose low-complexity greedy algorithms
to achieve near-optimal results.

In general, a common drawback of proposed DRA algorithms in the uplink lies in
the strong assumption of perfect synchronization between user signals. In literature,
the study in [100] proposes an alternative approach to deal with imperfect synchro-
nization in the uplink. In that work, the authors first propose to use short CP to
cope with only delay spread. Shortened CP aims to reduce the overhead but leads to
residual time offsets. Offsets in time and frequency domains are then mitigated by us-
ing appropriate resource allocation schemes. Especially, resource allocation includes
the usage of GB in frequency. This approach is driven by the strong dependency of
MAI on resource allocation as analytically formulated in [10]. An optimization model
of resource allocation for the uplink is then introduced to maximize the minimum
user throughput. The impact of MAI is, however, not included in the formulated
OP. The proposed OP instead enforces a GB between two frequency regions of two
users irrespectively to synchronization conditions. Consequently, the derived resource
allocation scheme after solving the OP is fed to an algorithm, which re-assigns GBs
to users if MAI is trivial. It is shown that the proposed heuristic approach can sig-
nificantly improve the average throughput in the cell as well as the minimum user
throughput. Not considering the impact of MAI in the OP is the main drawback of
this work. In addition, the impact of different CP lengths is neglected.

To the best of our knowledge, no other studies consider imperfect synchronization
or the mitigation of MAI as optimizing resource allocation. Thus, the work in [100]
is the main baseline approach for our studies.

3.3 Cross-Layer Video Adaptation

Many studies in the literature target adaptive streaming from the client’s perspec-
tive and model the end-to-end link as a black box (e.g., [101], [102]). That approach
can perform generally well in wired networks, where channel states are relatively sta-



ble. However, those solutions tend to underperform in wireless networks [103], where
the channel can fluctuate strongly and rapidly.

Pioneering researches in [6], [104], [105] demonstrate the benefit of cross-layer ap-
proaches for adaptive video streaming. In such systems, several adaptation strategies
in different layers of the OSI architecture are jointly considered. However, potential
performance gains comes at the cost of, among others, implementation complexity
and communication overhead. Recently, due to the explosive video traffic growth, mo-
bile network operators and service providers are increasingly forced to look for new
ways to serve video traffic more efficiently, creating a strong incentive to consider
cross-layer approaches [106].

Cross-layer approaches for single-user video streaming typically focus on packet
scheduling, error protection, and video adaptation as maximizing the perceived qual-
ity (e.g., [107]). However, as multiple users compete for the bandwidth in the bot-
tleneck link of the RAN, several performance problems concerning fairness, stability
and the efficiency of resource utilization have been observed [8], [108]. Several studies
in the literature have been conducted to resolve those problems.

A systematic framework for optimizing multiple streams over generic wireless net-
works is introduced in [109]. Importantly, the proposed cross-layer adaptation strat-
egy allows users to aim at long-term video quality instead of immediate throughput.
Video adaptation is formulated as a multiuser Markov decision process, and the ob-
jective is to minimize the total distortion of all streams. A learning algorithm is then
introduced to solve the Markov decision problem. However, the model of resource
allocation and channel throughput is highly abstracted. In particular, it is assumed
that user throughput is a convex increasing function of the number of assigned fre-
quency resources. In addition, resource allocation is abstracted as portions of the
total bandwidth. So the time, frequency, and multiuser diversity of wireless channels
and the potential gain of DRA are not considered. It is interesting to point out that
the work, in the meantime, considers an extremely detailed video model with con-
sideration of image frame types, the dependency between image frames, and latency
deadlines.

A joint optimization of network resource allocation and video adaptation for HAS-
based applications is considered in [110]. In this work, a VoD service using NLVC
is assumed. Similar to the work in [109], a generic wireless link model based on a
convex feasible rate region is adopted to model a fairly general class of network-related
constraints. The highly abstracted model of resource allocation centering on resource
share is again adopted.

Regarding OFDMA networks, the work in [8] introduces an in-network resource
management framework, named AVIS, that targets HTTP-based adaptive video
streams. NLVC is adopted in this work. The proposed framework consists of two
main units, which are an allocator and an enforcer. First, the allocator selects, for
each user, a properly targeted video bitrate and a resource share to accommodate
the selected video bitrate. The desired selection aims to maximize the total utility
of all users. In the second step, the enforcer schedules video packets of streams
following allocated resource shares. However, the discrepancy between the estimated
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throughput as the input for the allocator and the actual throughput of the wireless
channel is not explicitly discussed.

A joint consideration of resource allocation and video adaptation for LTE net-
works is considered in [111]. Similar to the aforementioned studies, adopted resource
allocation models are limited to the concept of resource share, and the achieved
throughput is the product of the share and the maximal achievable bitrate when a
user takes all resources. Based on such models, the selection of video bitrates and
resource allocation is derived by solving an OP that maximizes the total network
utility. This approach is commonly known in the literature as Network Utility Max-
imization (NUM). Knowing the selected video representations, a proxy between BS
and the remote media server can intercept clients’ requests and rewrite them accord-
ing to video adaptation decisions. Perceived quality is modeled by a simple linear
function that maps transmission rate to MOS. However, the work does not take
account of the resource allocation process to enforce the required transmission rate
needed for selected presentations.

A more detailed model of resource allocation is considered in [112]. In this paper,
a joint optimization of resource allocation and packet scheduling is the focus. Similar
to [111], the NUM approach is adopted to capture some notion of fair maximization
of user quality. Particularly, the network utility is formulated as the importance of
scheduled video packets, defined as the distortion when packets are missing. Impor-
tantly, by exploiting the Lagrange dual decomposition method, the optimal solution
can be derived. However, the problem of video quality selection is not explicitly con-
sidered. In addition, the model of perceived quality is based on distortion. It does
not consider some important factors that strongly affect QoE like video stalls.

Some researches have been conducted to consider video streaming applications us-
ing LVC. Interestingly, several of them strive to exploit the nature of LVC to support
low-delay streaming services. For instance, the authors in [113] propose a cross-
layer design to optimize video quality by jointly adapting source rate by dropping
enhancement layers. In the lower layer, MCSs are selected with the consideration of
video content. Via the adaptation of MCS, the unequal error protection per layer is
included. Roughly speaking, lower MCS schemes, which are more robust to interfer-
ence and noise, are used for more important layers and vice versa. The importance
of layers is determined based on perceptual loss estimation. The problem of resource
allocation is, however, neglected in this work.

In [114], the problem in DASH based systems is studied. In this work, end-to-end
distortion and buffer level are considered in the considered video adaptation algo-
rithm. Besides, channel state is considered as allocating resources to users. A utility
function based on the average downloading time is used. Based on that utility func-
tion, an OP following NUM approach is formulated to maximize the sum weighted
utility over all users. The problem is then transformed using the Lagrangian dual
decomposition method and, consequently, solved by a sub-gradient algorithm. A se-
rious weakness of this work, however, is to assume that video adaptation and resource
allocation operate on the same timescale.

Another work in [115] proposes a cross-layer solution for LVS in OFDMA networks.
The work aims to maximize the aggregate ergodic (average) throughput subject to



the tolerable distortion difference between streams. By adopting the ergodic through-
put, the design is significantly simplified, but, the potential throughput gain by the
exploitation of channel diversity is not considered.

Most studies on cross-layer designs for adaptive video focus on the downlink. One
specific aspect of the uplink that requires additional study stems from constraints on
transmission power. Unlike in the downlink, each user in the uplink has a discreet
budget of the maximal power it can emit signals. For instance, the work in [116]
considers multiuser streaming service in the uplink. The proposed algorithm strives
to allocate transmission power and frequency resources to users accordingly to in-
stantaneous channel states and the rate-distortion information of the video stream.
A cross-layer OP is proposed to minimize the sum of distortion rates over all users.
The main problem of the work however lies in the strong assumption that the channel
slowly varies, specifically, at the same interval of video. In addition, the problem of
potential residual offsets is completely neglected.

3.4 Scope of the Thesis

Dealing with imperfect synchronization is generally a critical task in the uplink
of OFDMA networks. The typical approach is to estimate and then counteract syn-
chronization offsets, thus the name ECBA. However, adopting ECBA leads to a
significant overhead required for estimation algorithms. In addition, there is always
a chance that residual offsets exist, which can significantly deteriorate user signals.

One question that emerges here is whether one can cope with synchronization
offsets more effectively than ECBA. One possible answer is to exploit DRA for miti-
gating MAI and improving user throughput simultaneously. The motivation for this
approach is twofold. On the one hand, MAI depends strongly on resource allocation,
including the usage of CP and GB as well as the assignment of resources to users.
Thus, MAI can be suppressed when using suitable resource allocation schemes. On
the other hand, the exploitation of channel diversity can provide valuable throughput
gain, which can help improve video quality.

There has been so far very little understanding about integrating the mitigation
of MAI in resource allocation optimization models. This thesis aims to address two
important issues in this context. First, far too little attention has been paid to
studying the effectiveness of different combinations of CP and GB regarding MAI
and user throughput. Unlike GB, which can be dynamically assigned, the selected
length of CP is fixed. Second, it is not clear how to derive optimal resource allocation
schemes that can maximize the system performance while effectively suppressing MAI.

In Chapter 4, the impact of different combinations of GB and CP on MAI in
static conditions of channel gains, offsets, and frequency assignments is first studied.
The result of this investigation allows us to select a suitable CP length for dynamic
scenarios. Consequently, an optimization model that explicitly includes the usage of
GBS and MAI on user throughput is formulated. The objective is to fairly improve
the throughput of multiple users. Via efficient mathematical transformations, the
formulated OP can be numerically solved by common optimization software solvers.
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Several sub-optimal heuristics algorithms are also provided to reduce computational
complexity.

It is well understood that the potential throughput gain and the fast-paced adap-
tation (in the timescale of milliseconds) of DRA algorithms can be exploited in cross-
layer solutions to improve the performance of low-delay streaming services. Exist-
ing cross-layer video adaptation algorithms that exploit DRA mostly assume perfect
synchronization in the uplink achieved by, implicitly, adopting ECBA. As a result,
proposed OP do not consider residual synchronization offsets. In addition, again, a
large overhead needed for ECBA causes the inefficiency of resource usage. Another
issue is that the problem of resource allocation is typically limited to deriving users’
resource shares; thus, channel diversity is not exploited to achieve throughput gains.

This thesis addresses those issues by proposing novel cross-layer video adaptation
approaches based on the optimization model of resource allocation in Chapter 4. Two
adaptive streaming paradigms are considered in this thesis, which bases on NLVS
and LVS. The two paradigms distinguish from each other in their video adaptation
principles that require separate studies. These two paradigms are both supported by
the open standard DASH. While the former has been widely deployed in streaming
services like YouTube and Netflix, the former is expected to be more popular in the
near future.

Non-Layered Video Streaming: A specific feature of NLVS is: a suitable
quality of each video segment must be selected before the transmitter delivers the
corresponding data of that segment. Due to that, an important task of any video
adaptation algorithms is to foresightedly optimize video quality selections. The se-
lected bitrates, on the one hand, does not exceed the future link rate to avoid video
stalls but, on the other hand, maximizes user QoE. So far, no research has been found
that takes into account potential throughput gains achieved by DRA as deriving the
optimal quality selection.

Once the quality of a video segment is determined, the mobile network strives to
deliver the selected video representation before its deadline. In low-delay services,
the tight deadline gives a thrust of efficient resource allocation strategies that can
confront fading channels and achieve the requested throughput. Note that one video
segment needs to be conveyed over a large number of OFDMA resource units due
to its large amount of data. Therefore, the long-term QoE generally needs to be
pursued over a sequence of resource allocation instances. It is unclear how to drive
the short-term OP of resource allocation to meet the long-term video adaptation goal.

In Chapter 5, a novel video adaptation algorithm consisting of two components
is proposed. The first component, a video quality selector, takes into account (i) a
proper estimation model of future throughput and (ii) the potential throughput gain
via DRA as selecting appropriate video qualities. This approach is expected to enable
the selection of higher bitrates.

Furthermore, two realistic use cases are considered, which are live streaming with
Hard Latency Constraint (LSH) and with Soft Latency Constraint (LSS). In the first
use case, clients skip segments that miss their playback deadlines so that a given strict
upper bound on the live latency can be met. In the second use case, clients prefer
to play out the content without gaps. To that aim, whenever a segment cannot be



delivered by its playback deadline, the playback is halted until the playback buffer
is raised above a certain threshold, effectively increasing the latency. In addition,
the proposed approach takes into account not only dynamically changing network
conditions but also, in the LSS use case, individual buffer levels.

Given quality selections as the output of the first component, the second compo-
nent, a DRA algorithm, strives to deliver the requested video qualities. To that aim,
a sequential process of adapting resource allocation schemes to instantaneous wire-
less channel states is performed to gradually match users’ demands with achieved
link rates. By optimizing DRA, valuable throughput gains by exploiting the channel
diversities to efficiently combat the wireless channel’s fluctuations. Especially, we
introduce solutions for both the downlink and the uplink. For the uplink, imperfect
synchronization among users is explicitly considered by incorporating the mitigation
of the MAI as deriving DRA schemes.

Layered Video Streaming: Unlike NLVS, where video adaptation is available
only at the borders of video segments, LVS provides many more adaptation points.
In other words, a receiver can decode a segment after dropping some enhanced video
layers of that segment. This feature gives rise to a possibility to tightly couple video
adaptation with resource allocation. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
research has considered the practical problem of imperfect synchronization as devel-
oping cross-layer video adaptation algorithms for low-delay LVS.

In Chapter 6, a cross-layer approach can tightly integrate long-term QoE objec-
tives into a series of quality-driven DRA. At each DRA step, resources are allocated
to users according to their utility determined by QoE constraints and quality fairness.
By doing that, the proposed approach can react to the channel’s fluctuations at the
pace of few milliseconds and thus better support low-delay streaming. To push the
potential of this approach to the limit, the main focus is on an extreme use case,
where the playback buffer is enough only for one video segment.



Chapter 4

MAI aware Dynamic Resource
Allocation

In the uplink of OFDMA networks, imperfect synchronization between users’ sig-
nals arriving at BS causes MAI. MAI can severely degrade user throughput.

This chapter presents a novel DRA approach that mitigates MAI and improves
user throughput simultaneously. The idea is to derive proper resource allocation
schemes, which can, on the one hand, assign resources to users that experience good
channel gains. On the other hand, the mutual MAI, which strongly depends on
resource allocation, is suppressed. The proposed approach explicitly considers the
joint usage of GB and CP to mitigate MAI. The performance evaluation shows that,
in comparison to ECBA, the proposed approach efficiently utilizes available wireless
resources and provides valuable throughput gains. The main results of this chapter
have been published in [117], [118].

4.1 System model

We consider one single cell as depicted in Figure 4.1. OFDMA presents itself in
the downlink as well as in the uplink. Time Division Duplexing (TDD) is the duplex
method. This selection is inspired by the wide adoption of TDD in commercial LTE
and WiMAX systems. One important technical advantage of TDD is the flexibility
to cope with asymmetric traffic. Within the cell, one BS locates at the center of the
cell and communicates with multiple users. Among all associated users, M users are
currently active, which means they exchange data with BS. Besides, the full buffer
model is assumed in this chapter. It means users always have some data to send.

The notation is summarized in Table 4.1.

Radio Resource

The total bandwidth B at the center frequency fc is available within the cell
under consideration. In addition, we assume inter-cell interference can be reasonably
neglected through proper frequency reuse patterns. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example
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Table 4.1: Notation overview

M Number of active users

B Total available bandwidth

fc Center frequency

f0 Frequency spacing between subcarriers

Nsca Number of subcarriers, indexed by r and r′

Nsch Number of subchannels, indexed by i and j

Si Set of subcarriers belonging to subchannel i

S Number of subcarriers per subchannel

N = Nsca FFT and IFFT window size

Tsym = 1/f0 OFDM symbol duration without CP

Tsam = Tsym/N Sampling interval

Tg = (v1 + v2)Tsam Length of CP

v1 Proportion of CP to cope with synchronization errors

v2 Proportion of CP to cope with channel delay spread

PTX
max Maximal transmission power generated by each user
PTX
r,m Transmission power of subcarrier r of user m
PRX
r,m Received power on subcarrier r sent by user m
PTX
i,m Average transmission power on subchannel i of user m
PRX
i,m Average received power on subchannel i of user m

Hi,m Average channel gain of subchannel i of user m
MAIr

′,m′

r,m MAI caused by subcarrier r′ of m′ on subcarrier r of m

MAIj,m
′

i,m

Average MAI caused by subchannel j of m′ on subchan-
nel i of m

γ̄i,m Average SINR of subchannel i of user m
bi,m Number of bits sent on subchannel i by user m

τm Time offset of user m with respect to BS’s clock

θm Frequency offset of user m with respect to BS’s clock
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Figure 4.1: A single cell under consid-
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Figure 4.2: An example of frequency
reuse patterns

of such frequency reuse patterns. The numbers in that figure denote the frequency
partition indices.

The cell’s available bandwidth is divided into Nsca subcarriers. Thus, the subcar-
rier spacing is f0 = B/Nsca. By dividing bandwidth into narrow-band subcarriers,
the coherence bandwidth of wireless channels typically spans over multiple subcar-
riers in frequency [26]. Consequently, a few adjacent subcarriers are grouped into
one subchannel, and the size of each subchannel is selected to be equal the coherence
time. By doing that, frequency diversity can be efficiently exploited while limiting the
signalling overhead for addressing resource units [23]. Let Si be the set of subcarriers
in the subchannel i, and S be the number of subcarriers in each subchannel. The
number of subchannels is an integer denoted by Nsch, and Nsch = Nsca/S. Subcarriers
in a subchannel are indexed by r and r′, while the indices of subchannels are i and j.

To guarantee the orthogonality between subcarriers, all symbol durations on all
subcarriers have the same size, denoted by Tsym, and is the multiplicative inverse
of subcarrier spacing, i.e., Tsym = 1/f0. A CP, whose size is denoted by Tg, is
prepended to each OFDMA symbol. The total symbol length, including CP, then
yields: T = Tsym + Tg. The selection of the CP’s length is discussed in the next
section.

Without loss of generality, the size of FFT and IFFT modules, denoted by N , is
selected to be equal to the number of subcarriers, i.e., N = Nsca. Consequently, the
sampling interval is computed as Tsam = Tsym/Nsca.

Consequently, time is divided into OFDMA frames, each of which is consisted of
one uplink and one downlink frame. The proportion between uplink and downlink
frames is fixed. The number of OFDM symbols in each uplink frame is denoted by
Nsym. Importantly, the duration of OFDMA frames is assumed to be smaller than
the coherence time of wireless channels. This assumption can be justified by selecting
adequate system parameters. For instance, assuming a vehicle moves at the velocity,
denoted by v, of 30 km/h (i.e., 8.34 m/s) and a frequency band centers around fc of
1900 MHz, then as it is shown in Chapter 2, the coherence time can be approximated
by:
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fD
=

0.423c

fcv
= 8× 10−3 [s], (4.1)

where fD is the Doppler shift and c is the speed of light: c = 3 × 108 [m/s]. Ac-
cordingly, it is recommended by, for instance, the WiMAX forum to choose the frame
length of 5 ms for urban scenarios [72], which is smaller than the coherence time of 8
ms.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of resource structure

Finally, resource allocation is performed based on resource units, each of which
consists of one subchannel in frequency and one uplink frame (i.e., Nsym symbols) in
time. In this thesis, resource unit and resource block are used interchangeably.

4.1.1 Wireless Channel

Signals traversing wireless channels are attenuated, distorted, and shifted in time
and frequency due to path loss, shadowing, and multipath fading. Since path loss
and shadowing slowly fluctuate in time and frequency, as mentioned in Chapter 2,
it is reasonable to assume that path loss hp and shadowing hs are constant for all
subchannels and symbols in one OFDMA uplink frame.

On the contrary, multipath fading causes rapid and significant fluctuations of
channel gains over small ranges of time and frequency. By selecting proper OFDMA
parameters as discussed in the previous section, typically, multipath fading coefficients
are constant over one OFDMA frame in time and subcarriers in the same subchannel.

Consequently, let Hi,m(t) be the channel gain on subchannel i assigned to user
m during the OFDMA uplink frame in time t, i.e., 0 ≤ t ≤ TsymNsym. As discussed
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in the previous paragraph, we can write Hi,m(t) = Hr,m(t) for all subcarriers r in
the subchannel i (i.e., r ∈ Si). For simplicity, the index of OFDMA frame t is
omitted unless specifically required. Consequently, the received power can be written
as PRX

i,m = PTX
i,mHi,m.

In this thesis, we make two important assumptions about channel knowledge for
the uplink. First, CSI of each resource unit in the uplink is available at BS for DRA
algorithms. In practice, during the downlink, to correctly receive signals from BS,
users need to estimate channel quality and offsets anyway. CSI of the downlink can
be then sent to BS [72]. Moreover, it is assumed that the overhead required to carry
channel knowledge to BS is negligible by using advanced compression techniques such
as one proposed in [119] and [120]. In addition to the knowledge in the downlink,
BS can perform channel estimation on few reference resource units at the beginning
of the uplink frame [121]. The resource amount for signaling is normally negligible
compared to user data.

Second, we also assume that CSI is not subject to delay or error. We justify
this assumption by arguing that, as mentioned above, the coherence time of wireless
channels can span over more than one OFDMA frame. In addition, it is also shown
in [122] that even a completely stale CSI can still be very useful to derive efficient
resource allocation. Evermore, the assumption of ideal channel knowledge can also be
achieved by using promising channel prediction techniques (e.g., [123]). Consequently,
the impact caused by outdated or erroneous CSI on resource blocks is not considered
in this model.

4.1.2 Multiple Access Interference

Unlike in the downlink, signals arriving at BS in the uplink are the aggregate
of elements sent from several users. Due to several reasons (including propagation
delay, Doppler shift, and oscillator errors), user signals are shifted differently in time
and frequency. Let τm [samples] and θm [Hz] be the offset in time and frequency,
respectively. Note that here only the integer part of time offset is taken into account;
the fractional part is included in channel coefficients.

The misalignment of user signals plagues users’ orthogonality and causes MAI. An
analytical model of MAI is formulated in [10]. We adopt that model in this thesis and
summarize the final result in the following. Let ∆τ and ∆θ be the relative differences
between user m and m′ in the time and frequency domains, respectively. Then, MAI
caused by subcarrier r′ of user m′ on subcarrier r of user m takes the following form.

MAIr
′,m′

r,m =
PRX
r′,m′

N2
× A(r′ − r,∆θ,∆τ)

sin2[ π
N
(r′ − r +∆θ)]

(4.2)

where A(.) is a complex function of relative offsets as well as the distance between
subcarriers r′ and r. In addition, A() also depends on the CP’s length. To show the
closed form of the function A(.), let Np be the number of fading paths for all users,
and let Tg = (v1 + v2)Tsam, where v2 is used to deal with delay spread, and v1 aims



to protect signals from two-way time offset caused by propagation delay and clock
errors. Consequently, function A(.) has the following form.

• Case 1: (−v1/2− v2) > ∆τ ⩾ (−N + v1/2):

A =

Np−1∑︂

p=0

αmp
{︁
sin2

[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ − v1

2
− v2)(∆θ + r′ − r)

]︁

+ sin2
[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ − v1

2
− v2 −N)(∆θ + r′ − r)

]︁}︁

• Case 2: (Np − 1− v1/2− v2) > ∆τ ⩾ (−v1/2− v2):

A = sin2(π∆θ)

v−|∆τ |∑︂

p=0

αmp (4.3)

+

Np−1∑︂

p=v1+v2−∆τ+1

αmp
{︁
sin2

[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ − v1

2
− v2)(∆θ + r′ − r)

]︁

+ sin2
[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ − v1

2
− v2 −N)(∆θ + r′ − r)

]︁}︁

• Case 3: (−v1/2) ⩾ ∆τ ⩾ (Np − 1− v1/2− v2):

A = sin2(π∆θ)

Np−1∑︂

p=0

αmp

• Case 4: (Np − 1 + v1/2) ⩾ (∆τ > v1/2) then:

A =sin2(π∆θ)

Np−1∑︂

p=|∆τ |+1

αmp (4.4)

+

|∆τ |∑︂

p=0

αmp
{︁
sin2

[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ +

v1
2
)(∆θ + r′ − r)

]︁

+ sin2
[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ +

v1
2

+N)(∆θ + r′ − r)
]︁}︁

• Case 5: (N + v1/2) ⩾ ∆τ > (−Np − 1 + v1/2):

A =

Np−1∑︂

p=0

αmp
{︁
sin2

[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ +

v1
2
)(∆θ + r′ − r)

]︁

+ sin2
[︁ π
N
(p−∆τ +

v1
2

+N)(∆θ + r′ − r)
]︁}︁
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where αmp be the average power received on path p of user m. For simplicity, it is
assumed that αmp = 1/Np for all users and all paths.

Since one subchannel is the smallest addressable unit in DRA algorithms, it is
useful to define the average MAI per subchannel. Let MAIj,u

′

i,u be the average MAI
caused by subchannel j of user u′ on subchannel i of user u as follows:

MAIj,m
′

i,m =
1

S

∑︂

r∈Si

∑︂

r′∈Sj

MAIr
′,m′

r,m (4.5)

4.1.3 Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio

We define the average Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio (SINR) γ̄i,m of
subchannel i, which is uniquely assigned to user m, is given by

γ̄i,m =
PRX
i,m

σ2 +
∑︁

∀m′ ̸=m
∑︁

∀j ̸=i MAIj,m
′

i,m

=
PTX
i,mHi,m

σ2 +
∑︁

∀m′ ̸=m
∑︁

∀j ̸=i MAIj,m
′

i,m

(4.6)

where σ2 is the thermal noise power.

4.1.4 Adaptive Coding and Modulation

Given a SINR value of subchannel, the capacity of that subchannel can be derived
using the Shannon equation. Then, the number of bits that can be conveyed on
subchannel i in one OFDMA symbol by user m, denoted by ai,m, yields the following
form.

ai,m = Tsym × S × f0 × log2(1 + γ̄i,m) (4.7)

In practice, however, only a fixed amount of MCS, denoted by K, is available. In
this thesis, ACM is adopted. Thus the highest MCS scheme is selected subject to the
tolerable BER.

Analytically, let Thk [dB] be the minimum SINR required to use MCS k. Accord-
ingly, let Bk [bits] be the number of bits can be sent per one subcarrier in one symbol
when MCS k is chosen. Then we use function F (.) to reflect the selected MCS, which
can satisfy the predetermined target error probability Perr. For example, modulation
scheme 64-QAM with coding rate 2/3 allows the transmitter to send a total of 6 bits
and, thus, 4 payload bits per one OFDMA symbol. In general, due to the discreet
set of available MCS, function F (.) is a piece-wise constant function over SINR.

Finally, we have:

bi,m = S × F (γ̄i,m, Perr) (4.8)



4.1.5 Medium Access Control

Before users can use radio resources, they need to be informed about the resource
allocation scheme. This task is carried out by a resource allocator, typically located
at BS. The resource assignment can be derived following static methods such as
blocking or interleaving assignments. Alternatively, the allocator can adapt resource
allocation schemes to instantaneous system conditions. As mentioned above, perfect
knowledge of CSI and user offsets are assumed to be available for DRA algorithms.

After deriving resource allocation schemes, BS sends that information to users
in the downlink. Transmission of that info is assumed to be done on a separate
control channel and not considered in this thesis. In addition, the signaling channel
is assumed to be always error-free and is never delayed.

4.2 Problem Statement and Proposed Approach
It has been well known that user throughput in the uplink of the OFDMA systems

can be strongly degraded by MAI [10]. As discussed in Chapter 3, the most common
way to deal with MAI is collectively referred to as ECBA. However, ECBA has several
disadvantages including large overhead and residual offsets.

The question that arises here is whether one can reduce the overhead required
for MAI mitigation and then dedicate more resources for user data. To address
this question, we resort to efficient resource allocation algorithms. This approach is
motivated by the fact that MAI strongly depends on the assignment of frequency
subchannels to users, which can be seen in Section 4.1.2. Especially, we make two
important remarks as follows.

• MAI caused by subchannel j of user m′ on subchannels i of other user m (i.e.,
MAIj,m

′

i,m ) is proportional to its received power at BS (i.e., PRX
j,m′). Therefore, the

better the channel quality on the interfering subchannel j, the stronger MAI is
caused on other subchannels. However, from the perspective of user m′, worse
received power means a reduction of throughput. On the other way, MAI is
reduced when the received power of the interfering subchannel i is weaker.

• The extreme case is when the interfering user generates zero power on the
assigned subchannel j, then obviously MAI on other subchannels becomes zero.
The subchannel, in that case, is used as GB.

Consequently, the development of efficient resource allocation strategies concern-
ing MAI mitigation and user throughput in the OFDMA uplink is the main focus
of this chapter. In our approach, less resource is used for estimation and correction
algorithms. As a result, residual offsets, however, exit. The impact of MAI is then
minimized via proper resource allocation schemes.

To that aim, we first focus on a simple system with static conditions of wireless
channels and synchronization errors. It means channel is assumed to be flat over
all subchannels and symbols, and time and frequency offsets are constant. Then a
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static resource allocation scheme using static usage of GB and CP is of the most
interest. By doing that, the impact of random channel variations can be excluded
from the problem of MAI mitigation. The goal of this work is to investigate the
impact of different combinations of GB and CP on user throughput under the same
synchronization error condition. This investigation is crucial since, while the GB can
be dynamically assigned, the length of CP is static. The selection of CP length thus
needs to be elaborated.

Next, resource allocation algorithms that can deal with both MAI and varying
wireless channels are investigated. The goal of such algorithms is to find proper
resource allocation schemes that can maximize user throughput, which is a function
of not only wireless channel states but also synchronization offsets. Intuitively, it is
expected that the size of GB should be flexible such that GBs protect each user signal
individually (from others). Therefore GBs are assigned dynamically with respect to
instantaneous channel conditions.

Two main challenges, which are two trade-offs, then emerge.

• Assignment trade-off : Assigning a good/bad subchannel i to user m
obviously increases/decreases the m-th user’s throughput (see (4.6)), but
increases/decreases MAIi,mj,m′ causing on all other subchannel j of all other users
∀m′ ̸= m (see (4.2)), thus decreases/increases the m′-th user’s throughput.

• GB trade-off : Taking some subchannels from a badly-synchronized user m′

and setting them as GBs reduces MAI on other subchannels of all other users
m ̸= m′. However, that mitigation of MAI comes at the cost of frequency
wastage and, thus, throughput losses. Therefore, considering only channel
quality without consideration of MAI might increase MAI and thus lead to
insufficient resource allocation schemes.

The problem of the two aforementioned trade-offs can be formulated as mathe-
matical OPs. However, due to the discrete nature of the assignment problem, where
each resource unit can be assigned to only one user, and only one MCS is selected,
desired OPs tend to have highly complex formulations; the basic problem of DRA
is proved to be NP-hard in [13]. Consequently, we face the problem of solving such
OPs to find optimal resource allocation schemes. We aim to develop efficient math-
ematical transformations to solve those OPs and derive efficient resource allocation
schemes. Furthermore, to reduce computational complexity, we also consider sub-
optimal heuristic approaches.

4.3 MAI Mitigation via Static Resource Allocation
In this section, we consider the impact of static usage of guards in frequency and

time domains, i.e., GB and CP, on MAI and user throughput. Based on the analytical
model shown in Section 4.1.2, we make the following remarks about the usage of CP.

• CP protects user signals against only time offsets and does not have any effects
on frequency offsets. Particularly, with only time offsets, the negative impact of



MAI is fully mitigated when CP’s length is greater than two times the maximal
time offset. However, with the existence of frequency offsets, increasing the
length of CP further does not help mitigate MAI but only increases resource
wastage.

• Due to the nature of OFDMA, CP is static, and its length is fixed in advance.
Hence one cannot dynamically adapt CP’s length to, for instance, synchroniza-
tion errors during the transmission. Consequently, CP might be either too long
(i.e., v1 > 2∆τ), which leads to throughput losses, or not long enough (i.e.,
v1 < 2∆τ), which results in insufficient protection.

• Another problem is that CP cannot be parameterized differently for different
subchannels or users. In other words, the duration is the same for all users,
although users might be differently asynchronous in time; hence, CP cannot
cope with users’ offsets in time individually.

Unlike CP, a subchannel can be dynamically set as GB only when needed. Also,
assigning some subchannels as GBs can deal with MAI, no matter if MAI is caused by
time offsets or frequency offsets, or both. That is because, as seen in (4.2), PRX

r′,m′ = 0

results in MAIr
′,m′

r,m = 0 regardless of time and frequency offsets (i.e., ∆τ and ∆θ).
The question is then how to select efficient lengths to counteract the impact of

time offsets, and then using GB to deal with time and the frequency offset residuals.
To answer that question, we consider multiple static combinations of GB and CP. We
then compute MAI and user throughput based on the adopted analytical model.

To focus on the impact of guards on MAI, it is useful to neglect the fluctuation
of channel conditions and the variation of time and frequency offsets from the model
in Section 4.1. More specifically, it is assumed that the wireless channel is flat over
frequency and time for all users, and time and frequency offsets are static. In this
case, the model of MAI and user throughput become deterministic.

In addition, it is assumed there are only two users in the cell denoted by m1 and
m2. The user m1 takes some subcarriers located in the center, i.e., around fc. Other
subcarriers (on two sides) are assigned to user m2 that cause MAI on neighbors. Two
users are not perfectly synchronized in both time and frequency. As a result mutual
MAI exists and leads to losses in SINR and, consequently, in user throughput.

Consequently, given a specific selection of CP and GB, MAI and SINR can be
computed directly from (4.2) and (4.6), respectively. For simplicity, the continuous
rate model, i.e., the Shannon capacity as shown in Section 4.1, is used for the per-
formance evaluation in this section. In addition, since the resource allocation scheme
is static, the overhead for signaling the assignment scheme is not relevant, thus the
investigation in this section can be performed at the granular level of subcarrier in-
stead of subchannel. The main parameters are shown in Table 4.2. Note that, for
CP, the length of v2 is selected to equal the maximal delay spread; v1 takes different
lengths for different scenarios.

First, the impact of using only CP on SINR are shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and
4.6. When frequency offset is zero (i.e., ∆θ = 0), as shown in Figure 4.4, the length
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Table 4.2: System parameters.

Parameters Values
Number of users M = 2
Number of subcarriers Nsca = 128 (indices from 1 to 128)
Subcarriers assigned to user m1 with index in [48, 80]
Subcarriers assigned to user m2 with index in [1, 47] and [81, 128]
Transmission power on subcarrier 0 dBm (i.e., 1mW)
Number of propagation paths Np = 16
Proportion of CP to deal with delay spread v2 = Np

Channel gain of the flat wireless channel -90 dB
Thermal noise power -133 dBm

Figure 4.4: Impact of CP on SINR in case of time offsets only

Figure 4.5: Impact of CP on SINR in case of frequency offsets only



Figure 4.6: Impact of CP on SINR in case of time and frequency offsets

Figure 4.7: Impact of CP on cell throughput

of CP has strong impact on SINR. Roughly speaking, the longer the CP, the less
MAI and the higher SINR. Especially, when v1 equals two times of time offset (i.e.,
v1 = 2∆τ), the negative impact on SINR caused by time offset is fully mitigated.
Therefore choosing CP equal to two times of time offset would be the best choice
when no frequency offset is present. It is however important to note that when v1
exceeds 2∆τ , SINR is not improved (since MAI cannot take a negative value), thus
that extra proportion leads to resource wastage.

On the other side, in case only frequency offset ∆θ is not zero, CP has no impact
on SINR as shown in Figure 4.5. Thus the longer v1, the more wastage CP causes.
Similarly, with the existence of both time and frequency offsets, as shown in Figure
4.6, long CP cannot fully cope with MAI.

Regarding the overall cell throughput, results in Figure 4.7 demonstrate that as
frequency offset increases, the optimal length of CP changes, and eventually, one has
to choose the minimum length CP.
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Figure 4.8: Impact of GB on SINR in case of time offsets only

Figure 4.9: Impact of GB on SINR in case of frequency offsets only

The impact of using only GBs (i.e., v1 = 1) on SINR is presented in Figures 4.8,
4.9 and 4.10. It can be easily seen that, unlike CP, GB can fight against both time and
frequency offsets. In the extreme case, assigning all subcarriers of the first user as GBs
(i.e., number of GB is 16 subcarriers on each side) means no transmission from user
1, and thus no MAI on the second user’s signals (i.e., SINR values of all subcarriers of
user 2 reach maximal). In general, GBs can protect user signals from frequency offset
and time offsets. However, the mitigation of MAI and the improvement of SINR are
obtained at the cost of resource wastage. Note that as received power is zero, SINR
in logarithm scale reaches negative infinity and thus not shown in the figures.

More specifically, as no frequency offset is present, Figure 4.11 shows it is still
better to use long CPs rather than GBs. However, one can still combine short CPs
and long GBs to achieve a better cell throughput. But as soon as frequency offsets
occur, using GBs can also improve the cell throughput. For instance, when time
offsets are non zero, using GBs with short CPs is the best choice as it can be seen in



Figure 4.10: Impact of GB on SINR in case of time and frequency offsets

Figure 4.11: Cell throughput in case of time offsets only

4.12. In the presence of both frequency and time offset, one can see in Figure 4.13
that using GBs with short CPs is still the best choice concerning cell throughput.

It is important to mention that using cell throughput as the criteria for perfor-
mance evaluation neglects fairness between users. For instance, in Figure 4.14, it
can be seen that the maximum cell throughput is achieved when the throughput of
another user is zero.
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Figure 4.12: Cell throughput in case of frequency offsets only

Figure 4.13: Cell throughput in case of time and frequency offsets

Figure 4.14: User and cell throughput in case of time and frequency offsets



4.4 MAI Aware Dynamic Resource Allocation

The investigation in the previous section has shown that proper static usage of
GBs and short GIs can outperform a mere adoption of long GIs concerning user
throughput. In addition, the analysis exposes the need for dynamic algorithms to
efficiently assign resources to users and deal with MAI. Especially GBs should be used
dynamically to protect users’ signals only when needed. Efficient resource allocation
schemes should also exploit random variations of fading channels in time, frequency,
and multi-user domains to improve user throughput.

To that aim, we face two trade-offs as mentioned in Section 4.2, which are in
resource assignment and GB usage. To resolve those challenges, proper OPs are
formulated with the goal to (i) fairly maximize throughput of multiple users and,
at the same time, (ii) suppress mutual MAI. Mathematical transformations are also
proposed to derive equivalent OPs, which can be solved numerically more efficiently.
Besides, sub-optimal OPs are also introduced to reduce computational complexity.

4.4.1 Basic optimization problem

This section is dedicated to formulating the general mathematical problem that
aims to maximize the minimum (shortly max-min) user throughput.

First, let xi,m be a binary variable representing the assignment of subchannel i
to user m, xi,m takes 1 if user m takes subchannel i and 0 if not. Consequently, the
throughput gain user m achieves on subchannel i can be written as:

xi,mF (γ̄i,m, Perr) (4.9)

where the average SINR of subchannel in decibels takes the form

γ̄i,m = 10 log10(
PRX
i,m

σ2 +
∑︁

∀m′ ̸=m
∑︁

∀j ̸=i MAIj,m
′

i,m xj,m′

) (4.10)

To derive the analytical model of max-min user throughput problems, an auxiliary
variable, denoted by ϵ, is defined as the lower bound of user throughput. Then the
general formulation of the max-min problem is described as follows:

max ϵ

subject to (s.t.) a)

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,mF (γ̄i,m, Perr) ≥ ϵ, ∀m

b)
M−1∑︂

m=0

xi,m ≤ 1, ∀i

(4.11)

The first constraint in (4.11) assures that each user can achieve a throughput
above the lower threshold ϵ. Therefore the objective function, which is to maximize
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ϵ, in coupling with the first constraint essentially reflects the max-min policy. In
addition, the second constraint ensures that each subchannel is assigned to at most
one user or left un-modulated and thus set as a GB.

Essentially, the basic OP in (4.11) is non-continuous and non-convex due to binary
variables xi,m and the non-linear function F (.) mapping SINR to throughput. This
problem belongs to the Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) class. It is mixed-integer
since the formulation contains integer variables xi,m as well as continuous variables ϵ.

In general, it is challenging to solve MIP problems. Several works like [13], [79],
[124] have proven that such OPs are NP-hard. The term NP-hard is from the com-
putational complexity theory and stands for non-deterministic polynomial. Roughly
speaking, no known algorithm can solve this problem in polynomial time. Therefore,
a major research focus in the literature is to develop algorithms that can effectively
solve the problem concerning computational complexity. One way to measure the
complexity of algorithms is based on solving time.

4.4.2 Equivalent optimization problem

Solving OP (4.11) is challenging. Next, we strive to transform that problem into
an equivalent problem, which can be solved more efficiently.

Th0Th0 ThkThk

BkBk

γ̄i,m[dB]γ̄i,m[dB]

F (γ̄i,m, Perr)F (γ̄i,m, Perr)

Figure 4.15: Adaptive Coding and Modulation function F (.)

First, we address the discreet and non-linear function F (.). In this context, we
adopt the well-known mathematical transformation method using piece-wise linear
functions to transform function F (.) to an equivalent and linear form.

Let K be the number of available MCSs, each of which requires a minimum SINR
threshold Thk to satisfy tolerable error rate Perr, and allows the transmitter to send
Bk payload bits per symbol per subcarrier.

Adopting ACM, for a given SINR value, the highest MCS scheme is selected
subject to Perr. Figure 4.15 illustrates the adaptive selection of MCS. Essentially,
The dynamic loading algorithm of ACM then can be written as follows:



for (∀i, k,m)

if (Thk < γ̄i,m) then F (γ̄i,m, Perr) = Bk

end
(4.12)

Further, we have:

Thk ≤ γ̄i,m

⇔ Thk ≤ 10 log10
(︁ PRX

i,m

σ2 +
∑︁

j,m′ MAIj,m
′

i,m

)︁

⇔ Λi,m,k ≥
∑︂

j

∑︂

m′

MAIj,m
′

i,m

σ2

(4.13)

where
Λi,m,k = 10(γ̃i,m−Thk)/10 − 1 (4.14)

and γ̃i,m is the SNR of subchannel i of user m and takes the form:

γ̃i,m =
PRX
i,m

σ2
(4.15)

To make the mathematical transformation valid, it is necessary to add an auxiliary
MCS scheme representing the case when γ̄i,m is too small to use any MCSs; it means
B0 = 0 when Λi,m,0 ≤ γi,m < Λi,m,1, ∀i,m. Th0 is a sufficiently small constant; so
that Λi,m,0 has to be larger than all possible values of

∑︁
j

∑︁
m′ MAIj,m

′

i,m xj,m′ .

Let zi,m,k be an integer optimization variable, which represent the selection of
MCSs. zi,m,k takes 1 if MCS k is chosen for subchannel i of user m and 0 if not. Then
(4.12) can be written as:

bi,m =
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kBk (4.16)

together with

K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kΛi,m,k ≥
∑︂

j

∑︂

m′

MAIj,m
′

i,m

σ2
(4.17)

we have the formulation in the following form:
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max ϵ

s.t. a)

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,mbi,m ≥ ϵ , ∀m

b)bi,m ≤
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kBk , ∀i,m

c)
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kΛi,m,k ≥
(︁∑︂

∀j ̸=i

∑︂

∀m′ ̸=m

MAIj,m
′

i,m xj,m′
)︁

, ∀i,m

d)
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,k ≤ 1 , ∀i,m

e)
M−1∑︂

m=0

xi,m ≤ 1 , ∀i

(4.18)

OP in (4.18) is referred to as OP1. Essentially, OP1 is now continuous, but not
linear due to the quadratic term in the first constraint (i.e., xi,mbi,m). This formulation
belongs to the Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Problem (MIQCP) class. In
general, solving MIQCP is challenging but, this class of problems, fortunately, features
some useful structures that can be exploited and solved in more efficient ways [125].
In the literature, some studies like [126], [127] enhance the branch-and-cut algorithm
to divide searching spaces and find the optimal solutions more efficiently. In practice,
there are a few software optimizers on the market, such as IBM ILOG CPlex and
Gurobi, that can solve this problem.

4.4.3 Sub-optimal optimization problems

In the previous section, we manage to transform the basic OP to an equivalent
problem OP1, which can be solved more efficiently. However, solving such a problem
is still a very challenging task. To alleviate that challenge, we consider other sub-
optimal solutions, which can balance performance and complexity.

Variations of OP1

We propose three variations of OP1, which are less complex than the original
problem.

• Problem OP11

The first sub-optimal algorithm is based on a chunking scheme, where Nck

adjacent subchannels are grouped into a chunk. On the one hand, the bigger
size of chunks, the smaller impact of frequency diversity, thus resulting in sub-
optimal results. On the other hand, the searching space is greatly reduced from
(M + 1)Nsch to (M + 1)Nsch/Nck .



Analytically, the formulation of OP11 is similar to (4.18), except that number
of frequency subchannels becomes the number of chunks (i.e., Nsch/Nck), and
subchannel indices i and j are now indices for chunks.

• Problem OP12

The second way is to relax some variables in OP1. Particularly, we introduce
OP12, in which zi,m,k is now defined as a continuous variable that takes a value
in the range of [0, 1] (instead of either zero or one in (4.18)). Continuous zi,m,k
can greatly relax the complexity of integer programming problems, although
this clearly violates the principle of ACM, in which only one MCS is selected.
Via OP12, the impact of pure mathematical relaxation (without a sufficient
consideration from the engineering point of view) on the system performance is
considered.

• Problem OP13

Finally, we introduce a concurrent optimization model, denoted by OP13, where
a timeout value is defined as the maximum solving time. Optimization software
solvers stop the solving process when that period is over and return, most likely,
sub-optimal results. In this way, we can target a certain level of complexity and
work around extremely hard instances of OP1.

Minimization of maximal normalized MAI

In this section, we consider the possibility of improving the system performance
by merely enforcing MAI mitigation without consideration of user throughput. This
approach is inspired by the concept of zero-forcing equalizers [23], which is intensively
studied to deploy multiple antennas (i.e., Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
systems) in wireless communications. We develop a heuristic OP to minimize the
mutual damage caused by MAI. We formulate a new problem in a min-max form, in
which the objective function is to minimize the sum of MAI plagued on subchannels
assigned to each user.

Analytically, the value of MAI caused by subchannel j of m′ on subchannel i of m
now can be reflected by the term of xi,mxj,m′MAIj,m

′

i,m . Consequently, the total MAI
over all subchannels that are assigned to user m yields the following form.

∑︂

∀i

∑︂

∀j ̸=i

∑︂

∀m′ ̸=m

xi,mxj,m′MAIj,m
′

i,m (4.19)

At this point, one can continue to complete the mathematical formulation, but it
is important to note that: if received power is not considered jointly with MAI, then
although MAI might be reduced, SINR is still small if received power is small. As a
result, throughput gain is low.

Therefore, we propose to normalize MAI to the received power. By doing that, it is
expected that the sum of MAI caused by other users on subchannel i is decreased, and
at the same time, users tend to take subchannels whose channel gains are relatively
good. This supposedly leads to an improvement in throughput. The goal now is
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to minimize the maximal sum of MAI normalized to the received power as shown
following:

min ϵ

s.t. a)
∑︂

i=0

∑︂

m′ ̸=m

∑︂

j ̸=i

xi,mxj,m′
MAIj,m

′

i,m

PRX
i,m

< ϵ , ∀m

b)
∑︂

m

xi,m ≤ 1 , ∀i

(4.20)

Here, an auxiliary variables ϵ is used together with the first constraint in (4.20) to
impose the min-max strategy, and the second constraint is to assure one subchannel
can be assigned to one user or set as GB.

As the formulation does not directly consider user throughput, it is possible that
no subchannels are assigned to users and all subchannels are set as GBs, then MAI
reaches zero for all users. Therefore, we need a constraint assuring a minimum number
of subchannels assigned to each user. Let Γ be the minimum number of subchannels
that each user takes. Then we derive the complete formulation, referred to as OP2,
in the following.

min ϵ

s.t. a)
∑︂

i

∑︂

m′ ̸=m

∑︂

j ̸=i

xi,mxj,m′
MAIj,m

′

i,m

PRX
i,m

< ϵ , ∀m

b)
∑︂

m

xi,m ≤ 1 , ∀i

c)
∑︂

i

xi,m ≥ Γ , ∀u

(4.21)

As it can be seen from (4.21), OP2 is also a MIQCP problem. Thus this approach
is supposed to be equally complex as OP1. The OP needs to be solved in an iterative
process to derive the resulting resource allocation, each loop with an increasing input
value of Γ.

Optimization problem with fixed-width GBs

In this thesis, for the sake of completeness, we describe in this section another
sub-optimal approach proposed by Bohge et al. in [100]. In that work, an OP is
formulated to maximize user throughput without consideration of MAI. It means
instead of SINR, only SNR is adopted. By doing that, the mathematical challenge
can be avoided; the problem can be formulated in a linear form, which can then be
easily solved by linear optimization techniques (e.g., simplex method) [83]. Besides,
a constraint is added to force the allocation of GB to mitigate MAI.



To formulate the problem, optimization binary variable xi,m,d has now 3 dimen-
sions: subchannel i, user m and transmission mode d. d takes 1 for user data and 0
for GB. The formulation of OP3 is shown in (4.22).

max ϵ

s.t. a)

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,m,1F (γ̄i,m, Perr) ≥ ϵ, ∀m

b)
M−1∑︂

m=0

1∑︂

d=0

xi,m,d = 1, ∀i

c) if ((xi,m,1 == 1) AND (xi−1,m,1 == 0))

→ xi−1,m,0 = 1, ∀i,m

(4.22)

where γ̄i,m [dB] denotes the SNR and has the following form

γ̄i,m [dB] = 10 log10(
PRX
i,m

σ2
) (4.23)

In (4.22) constraint c) forces one subchannel to be a GB between 2 adjacent
resource blocks assigned to 2 different users. As it can be seen from (4.23), γ̃i,m is
independent from optimization variables. As a result, OP3 is linear.

4.4.4 Evaluation

To numerically evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches, we simulate
the system under consideration on the network simulation framework OMNeT++ us-
ing the MiXiM library. Parameters are selected based on the IEEE 802.16m standard
[128]. Values of parameters are shown in Table 4.3.

First, we select parameter values for fading channels as recommended in [129] and
[72]. Particularly, the root mean square of delay spread is set to equal στ = 0.251 µs.
Consequently, coherence bandwidth of channels is defined as the bandwidth over
which the frequency correlation function is over 0.9. Then corresponding to [14], we
have Bc ≈ 1

50στ
, which equals 7.968 kHz. Thus each subchannel consists of 8 adjacent

subcarriers.
The maximal time offset is chosen to equal 25% of the symbol duration (i.e., Tsym).

And the clock accuracy of user oscillators is assumed to be 1 ppm (i.e., ±1 × 10−6

Hz). Given the center frequency fc of 2.5 GHz, the maximal frequency offset is set
to equal 2.5× 103 Hz (which approximately equals 20% of frequency spacing).

We simulate in total 20 runs, and a total of 100 uplink frames per run. And
for each uplink frame, users are dropped uniformly in the cell. Apart from our
proposed OPs, we also simulate the solution introduced in [100] (referred to as OP3)
as reference. During each uplink frame, at the same system status, instances of OP1,
OP11, OP12, OP13, and OP3 are formulated and sent to the software optimizer,
which is the Gurobi software solver. Since OP2 contains logical expressions, it could
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Table 4.3: System parameters.

Parameters Values
Number of users 4
Number of subcarriers 128
Subcarrier spacing 10940 Hz
Number of subcarriers per subchannel 8
Number of subchannels 16
Number of subchannels per chunk 2
Transmission power on subcarrier 1 mW
User maximal time offset 25 µs
User maximal frequency offset 2000 Hz
Cell radius 250 m
Path loss model COST231 Walfish-Ikegami
Log normal shadowing std. dev. 10 dB
Multipath fading model Jakes’s/Clarke’s model
Penetration and other losses 10 dB
Delay spread (rms) 0.251 µs
Receive Antenna Gain 14 dB
v2 equal the maximal delay spread
v1 0 µs

not be solved by Gurobi, the ILOG CPlex software optimizer is used to solve OP2
instances. ILOG CPLex is also used in the original work in [100]. Resource allocation
schemes achieved at the output of the optimization solver are used to calculate user
throughput.

To compare the performance achieved by the proposed OPs with the one of ECBA,
a simple system, based on the IEEE 802.16m standard [128], with long CPs together
with pilot subcarriers to deal with MAI is simulated. In this system, first, CP’s
length is assumed to be sufficient to deal with delay spread, propagation delay, and
clock errors. ISI is then fully mitigated. Pilot subcarriers are inserted following the
PUSC method in the standard IEEE 802.16m [128]. It means 33% of overall resources
are pilots. Finally, the blocking assignment strategy is adopted to statically assign
subchannels to users. We evaluate two cases, referred to as ECBA1 and ECBA2.
First, the estimation and correction are assumed to be perfect in ECBA1. Thus no
time and frequency offsets exist. Consequently, we consider a more realistic scenario,
in which the ECBA implementation is not perfect, leading to a residual frequency
offset. In ECBA2, we assume the residual frequency offset is 10 Hz. Note that the
Doppler shift for the velocity of 30 km/h is about 70 Hz. It is important to mention
that results for the simple ECBA system and the proposed OPs are derived from the
same system status (e.g., wireless states and synchronization offsets).

Figure 4.16 shows the minimum user throughput achieved by different algorithms
as well as by the ECBA approach. The two most left columns illustrate the compar-
ison of OP1 and ECBA1 in the idealized scenario. As it can be seen, OP1 provides
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Figure 4.16: Avg. of minimum user throughput

a significant gain (about 26%) compare to ECBA1. On the right, with the existence
of residual frequency offsets, applying DRA offers an improvement of minimum user
throughput by 25% compared to ECBA2. Furthermore, among OPs, OP1 provides a
significant improvement compared to OP2 and OP3, equivalent to about 129% and
300%, respectively. Therefore by considering channel quality and MAI, the system
performance can be greatly improved subject to the desired goal. The chunking ap-
proach OP11 and the concurrent OP13 also provide improvement (190% and 115%
compared to OP2 and OP3, respectively), but the mathematical relaxation of in OP12
leads to poorer performances.

Concerning the solving time, Figure 4.17 shows the quartiles of solving time for
different OPs. Since distributions of solving time have long tails, mean values with
confidence intervals are replaced by quartiles. As it shows, although OP11 provides
sub-optimal resource allocation, it could be solved much faster than OP1. The median
value of OP11 is less than 0.1 s equal 10% of the one of OP1.

To have an insight, we quantize the fragmentation of resource allocation by inves-
tigating the number of GBs and the number of Heterogeneous Junctions (HJ), which
is defined as the border between 2 user data blocks assigned to 2 different users. First,
Figure 4.18 shows the average number of GBs inserted when different OPs are used.
Furthermore, the histogram of the number of GBs of OP1 is shown in Figure 4.19.
As it can be seen from Figure 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20, OP1 improves the minimum user
throughput as expected by exploiting better the frequency and multi-user diversities.
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Figure 4.17: Quartiles of solving time in second
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4.5 Conclusion
The received signal in the uplink of OFDMA systems is highly sensitive to the

imperfect synchronization, which stems from the fact that received signal is the ag-
gregate of several elements sent by multiple users. Essentially, the time and frequency
offsets damage the orthogonality among subcarriers, and cause MAI. Managing the
synchronization problem and dealing with MAI is one of the primary challenge to
deploy OFDMA in the uplink.

In this chapter, the possibility to deal with MAI via efficient resource allocation
schemes is investigated. First, the impact of static resource allocation on MAI in a
simple and static scenario without fading channel is studied. It is shown that, instead
of using long CP and employing estimation techniques as most of previous researches
in the literature, one can use time and frequency guards together to mitigate the effect
of MAI and avoid large overhead of long CP. When no frequency offset is present, it is
better to use long CP rather than GBs, however one can instead choose short CP and
long GB to achieve the same performance. In case of frequency offset in the system,
using GBs can also improve the overall cell throughput. In presence of both frequency
and time offset, using GBs with short CP achieves the best performance. Using cell
rate as the criteria for throughput performance neglects the fairness between users
and another formulation is needed to deal with this case.

Second, the investigation is then extended to cope with more realistic scenarios.
In this context, the resource allocation scheme needs to adapt to the channel con-
ditions and user offset profiles with the goal to fairly improve user throughput. We
formulated a max-min OP and provided simplifications of the OP to reduce the com-
putational complexity and, thus, the solving time. Numerical results demonstrate
that the system throughput, defined as maximum of minimum user throughput, can
be significantly improved by proper resource allocation.



Chapter 5

Cross-Layer Algorithm for
Non-Layered Video Streaming

The video industry has broadly adopted NLVS for VoD services. It is, however,
challenging to develop efficient adaptive algorithms using NLVC for low-delay ser-
vices. Demanding latency requirements are the main reason. The challenge is even
more noteworthy when considering mobile networks, where network condition varies
enormously and swiftly.

This chapter presents our novel algorithms that aim to improve the QoE of mul-
tiple low-delay video streams over OFDMA networks. Those cross-layer algorithms
jointly consider video adaptation and DRA. We propose different algorithms target-
ing scenarios in the uplink as well as in the downlink. In addition, we consider two
re-buffering policies, which are LSH and LSS. In those algorithms, the video qualities
of segments are first determined. The selection balance several factors. On the one
hand, the selected segment qualities aim to improve the long-term QoE assessed over
multiple segments. Our video adaptation algorithms also enforce QoE fairness among
users. On the other hand, the total bitrates demand of selected qualities should not
exceed the system’s available bandwidth. Given the selection of segments’ qualities,
a series of short-term DRA problems, each of which occurs in the millisecond range,
adapt resource allocation schemes to instantaneous channel states. The goal is to
proactively match effective throughput with bitrate demand. In that way, the system
strives to deliver requested video segments before their deadlines. Simulation results
demonstrate the benefit of the proposed algorithms. The main result of this chapter
has been published in [130].

5.1 Non-Layered Video Streaming over OFDMA
Networks

We consider a single OFDMA cell, in which M users stream low-delay video
contents in the uplink simultaneously.
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5.1.1 Streaming model

In this chapter, NLVS is adopted. It means each video content is available in
several representations. Each representation targets a perceived quality and has a
specific Mean Media Bit Rate (MMBR). Essentially, the MMBR of a segment is
computed by dividing the segment’s payload size (in bits) by its length (in seconds).
In this thesis, MMBR and segment bitrate have the same meaning. Roughly speaking,
the better the quality, the higher the video bitrate. The available representations are
split into equally long video segments, or, shortly, segments, such that switching
between qualities is feasible on segment boundaries. It means the pace of video
adaptation increases when the segment length decreases, and vice versa.

Let Lm denote the number of available video representations for user m, indexed
by l. And let Ql,s,m and Rl,s,m be the video quality and its corresponding bitrate
of segment s of representation l in stream m, respectively. We denote the selected
qualities and bitrates by Qm(s) and Rm(s), respectively. Notably, the perceived
quality of segments is measured using the PSNR metric. PSNR gives a moderately
accurate measurement of user satisfaction [131]. Nevertheless, PSNR is still widely
adopted in the literature due to its conceptual and computational simplicity [132].

Recall that QoE involves human complex visual and neural systems, and is very
subjective. It is well known that QoE depends on several factors, e.g. initial delay,
quality fluctuation, and video stalls. It is challenging to address all those aspects in
a single analytical model. In this work, we address key factors in different aspects of
our algorithms.

We adopt the quality model, called QoE Index (QID), in [110] to consider two
important factors affecting QoE. Those factors are the average quality and the qual-
ity fluctuation over several segments. (For that reason, segments’ qualities Ql,s,m are
short-term measurements, and QID is a long-term evaluation.) Particularly, we com-
pute QID over first s segments (i.e. 0 ≤ s′ ≤ s) via function Um(s) with the following
equation:

Um(s) = mean(Am(s))− std(Am(s)) (5.1)

where:

Am(s) = {Qm(s
′), 0 ≤ s′ ≤ s} (5.2)

Here Am(s) is the set of selected qualities for segments s′ ∈ [0, s]; mean() and
std() are two functions returning average and standard deviation.

In principle, different streams can have different segment lengths. (Note that
all segments in a stream have the same duration.) Selecting an appropriate segment
length is, however, not a trivial task. Selected values should harmonize several factors
as discussed in [133]. On the one hand, using short segments increases the pace
of video adaptation, thus quickening the system’s response to, among other things,
channel variations. Choosing long segments, n the other hand, results in better
encoding efficiency. Besides, segment lengths also affect segments’ data sizes and
downloading time. Typical values are in the range of 1 to 10 seconds.
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In the context of low-delay streaming in mobile networks, short lengths are pre-
ferred. That is because quick reactions to channel variations and small downloading
durations are critical to meet stringent latency requirements. For the sake of simplic-
ity, it is assumed that all streams have the same segment length, denoted by Tseg. This
assumption was also adopted in several studies in the literature (e.g., [111], [134]).

Conventionally, we adopt a slotted time axis corresponding to video segments as
illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Stream 1

Playback Buffer Level Adaptation

… …… …

Stream M … …… …

…

time

time

s

Playback Buffer Level Adaptation

s

Stream 2

Playback Buffer Level Adaptation

… …… … time

s

Figure 5.1: Illustration of three concurrent processes: playing back, downloading and
adapting

Before starting the playback of all streams, each video player fetches some seg-
ments to build an initial buffer up to a targeted pre-buffer level. The goal of pre-
buffering is to mitigate the negative impact of throughput fluctuations during the
playback afterward.

After the pre-buffering phase, three processes take place simultaneously. They
are video playback, video downloading and video adaptation. Particularly, at the
beginning of each slot, one new segment of each stream is available for downloading.
Also at this point, a proper quality is selected for each newly available segment. In
the meantime, video players play buffered segments, while segments are downloaded
and queued in the playback buffer.

Regarding video adaptation, the quality selection takes into account long-term
QID measurements, a notion of QoE fairness among users, and projected user
throughput. Information about available representations and their characteristics is
assumably available for video adaptation algorithms.

Let Bm(s) denote the buffer level, measured in playback time, of stream m at
the beginning of time slot s. To simplify the notation, it is assumed that after the
pre-buffering phase (i.e., s = 0), each client buffers the same number of segments
Npre, i.e., Bm(0) = NpreTseg.

Furthermore, each stream has the same number of segments, denoted by Nseg.
In this work, a theoretical transport protocol is assumed for lossless transmission.

Also, the round trip delay of the communication between clients and servers is not
considered.



Table 5.1: Notation overview

Qm(s) Selected video quality for user m in time slot s

Rm(s) Selected video bitrate for user m in time slot s

Bm(s) Buffer level at the start of time slot s

Ql,s,m Quality of representation l for segment s in stream m

Rl,s,m Video bitrates of representation l associated with Ql,s,m

Ĉm(s) Estimated link rate of stream m in time slot s

Ĝm(s) Targeted resource share for stream m in time slot s

Âm(s) Expected throughput for m in time slot s

Cm(s) Empirical link rate of user m in time slot s

Gm(s) Actual resource share for user m in time slot s

Am(s) Actual throughput for user m in time slot s

Finally, Table 4.1 summarizes the main notation used in this chapter.

5.1.2 OFDMA model

The same OFDMA model shown in 4.1 is inherited in this chapter. The rest
of this section focuses on mapping low-level OFDMA resources to high-level video
adaptation.

It is assumed that each video time slot s contains Nfis OFDMA frames, and we
use t to index OFDMA frames in slot s, 0 ≤ t ≤ Nfis. In the frequency domain, M
users share in total Nsch subchannels for streaming video.

During each OFDMA frame, let γ̄i,m(t) be the SINR of subchannel i of user m
during frame t. The calculation of γi,m(t) yields the formulation shown in (4.6).
Similarly, let xi,m(t) indicates whether resource unit (i, t) is allocated to user m or
not. Consequently, we denote the number of bits user m can send during frame t by
am(t), which can be computed as follows:

am(t) =

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,m(t)F (γ̄i,m(t)) (5.3)

For convenience, the resource share assigned to user m in video time slot s is given
by Gm(s), which yields

Gm(s) =
1

NschNfis

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

Nfis−1∑︂

t=0

xi,m(t) (5.4)
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And the total throughput achieved by user m during time slot s is given by Am(s).
We have Am(s) = 1/Tseg

∑︁
t am(t).

5.2 Joint Resource Allocation and Video Adaptation
Scheme

In this section, we first describe the general idea of our cross-layer algorithms.
Next, we formulate adaptive algorithms of video adaptation and DRA. Finally, the
last sub-section introduces system architectures that integrate proposed solutions into
existing mobile networks.

5.2.1 A novel cross-layer approach for low-delay streaming

Generally, one key challenge as considering video adaptation jointly with resource
allocation lies in the difference between their timescales [135]. In particular, on the
one hand, video adaptation takes place at intervals of a few seconds (at segments’
boundaries). Resource allocation, on the other hand, typically occurs every a few
milliseconds (at the level of OFDMA frames) so that adaptive algorithms can exploit
channel diversities and achieve throughput gains.

In the context of NLVS, we address the challenge of different timescales by ex-
ploiting a feature of streaming systems. Particularly, a client must select a suitable
quality for each segment before downloading it. Once the quality is selected, the
client strives to download it before its playback deadline. Changing the quality of a
video segment during its download causes overheads, wastage of resources, and addi-
tional delays. Due to that, a natural approach to deal with the timescale difference
is to consider a two-phases approach. In the first phase, video adaptation algorithms
derive appropriate quality selections. Given desired quality selections, radio networks
need to deliver selected data on time to avoid video stalls in the second phase. A
diagram of the overall system is depicted in Figure 5.2.

Quality selection

The problem of selecting appropriate video representations is challenging. On the
one hand, too optimistic selections can overload radio networks and cause video stalls.
Too conservative decisions, on the other hand, can avoid video stalls but underutilize
radio resources and result in sub-optimal QoE. In the context of low-delay services,
playback buffer is typically small due to demanding latency requirements. As a result,
QoE is exposed strongly to channel fluctuations, making video adaptation is a great
challenge.

To address that challenge, we develop efficient video adaptation algorithms that
balance several factors (including buffer levels and video fluctuations) and provide
appropriate quality selections. To do that, mathematical OPs are developed. The goal
is to improve QoE by increasing QID. In that way, we aim to increase average video
quality and, at the same time, reduce quality fluctuation. Concretely, we maximize
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the proposed cross-layer adaptive streaming approach

the minimum QID among users. The max-min formulation is adopted to enforce
fairness among users concerning QID. Finally, our video adaptation algorithms strive
to avoid playback stalls by considering buffer levels as well as forecasted link rates.

In particular, at the beginning of each time slot, we select appropriate qualities
of the next segments for all users. The quality selection is derived by solving an
instance of the max-min QID problem. Selected qualities are constrained from above
by estimated link rates. Let {Ĉm(s), 0 ≤ m < M} be the set of estimated link rates
of all users.

Especially, we propose a novel approach to estimate future link rates. Unlike
other studies, our approach considers, not only, channel statistics, but also, potential
throughput gains via DRA. Consequently, higher segment qualities can be selected.
In this section, we assume that link rate estimations are given. We will study the
problem of estimating link rates in Section 5.3.
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Video delivery

Given the set of selected qualities, denoted by {Qm(s), 0 ≤ m < M}, radio
resources are assigned to users so that selected representations are transmitted to
viewers. Particularly, during each OFDMA frame, which is a few milliseconds long,
each user takes some OFDMA subchannels and sends some pieces of video segment.
For each stream, the accumulated amount of transmitted data is increased gradu-
ally over a large number of OFDMA frames. Eventually, the accumulated amount
should match segments’ payload sizes before their deadline. Otherwise, video stalling
is encountered.

In this context, we adopt DRA algorithms presented in Chapter 4. Via that
adoption, we can address more realistic assumptions, where residual synchroniza-
tion offsets exist in the uplink. Besides, those DRA algorithms can achieve valuable
throughput gains by exploiting channel diversities. Those valuable gains are then
used to assure the video delivery on time. The objective of DRA algorithms is to in-
crease users’ intermediate transmitted data amounts towards expected video bitrates.
Particularly, we formulate max-min OPs that maximize the minimum accumulated
amount. Notably, weights are added to assure users with lower buffer levels receive
more resources.

By the end of each time slot, achieved link rate in that slot is computed and used
to estimate the link rate of the next slot.

Video stalling

When a segments cannot be delivered completely by its deadline, video stalling
happens. It means Bm(s) < Tseg. We consider two realistic policies dealing with such
events. They are LSH and LSS.

In the case of LSH, when the playback deadline of a segment reaches before its
download finishes, that segment is dropped. The video player strives then to fetch the
next segment. This policy might be preferred for video applications, where viewers
prioritize low delays over missing frames. Examples of such applications are video
conferencing and live sport streaming. Missing segments clearly causes QoE degrada-
tion. For that reason, we consider the number of missing frames together with QID
to achieve a better QoE evaluation of applications using LSH.

LSS might be preferred when viewers want to play out the content without content
gaps. Consequently, whenever a segment cannot be delivered before its deadline, the
playback is halted. Video player strive to raise its buffer level above a reasonable
threshold before resuming the playback. For this case, in addition to QID, we evaluate
the number of video stalling events and the total re-buffering times to assess QoE.

5.2.2 Video Adaptation

In this section, we consider video adaptation algorithms for low-delay streaming
adopting LSH and LSS in detail.



Low delay streaming with hard latency constraints

First, we formulate an adaptive algorithm for the LSH case. In this context, we
target a particularly low delay of two times the segment duration (neglecting the
processing time at the server, the client, and the round trip time). At the beginning
of a streaming session, a video player loads one segment into its playback buffer
and immediately starts the playback. That is, Bm(0) = Tseg. During each slot, a
complete segment must be delivered to viewers. If a segment cannot be delivered
by its deadline, which is at the end of time slot, it is discarded. Such an extreme
latency requirement demonstrates the direct impact of the performance of adaptive
algorithms on QoE. Figure 5.3 illustrates our proposed approach for LSH case.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of LSH strategy

We introduce binary optimization variables zl,s,m reflecting quality selections.
Those variables take 1 if user m selects representation l (0 ≤ l < Lm) in slot s,
and 0 otherwise. Then the max-min OP for quality selections in slot s yields the form
in (OP-LSH).

Here, constraints (C1) and (C2) express the quality and the MMBR of segment s in
the selected representation. Constraint (C3) ensures that each user m selects exactly
one representation for segment s. Finally, constraints (C4.H) and (C5) represent
upper limits on link rate and resource share. More precisely, constraint (C4.H) ensures
that the MMBR of segment s in the selected representation does not exceed the
throughput expected in time slot s, given by the link rate estimate Ĉm(s) multiplies
by the user’s link share Ĝm(s). Constraint (C5) ensures that the total allocated
resource blocks does not exceed the total available limit.
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max min
m

Um(s) (OP-LSH)

s.t. Qm(s) =
Lm−1∑︂

l=0

zl,s,mQl,s,m , ∀m (C1)

Rm(s) =
Lm−1∑︂

l=0

zl,s,mRl,s,m , ∀m (C2)

Lm−1∑︂

l=0

zl,s,m ≤ 1 , ∀m (C3)

Rm(s) ≤ Ĝm(s)Ĉm(s) , ∀m (C4.H)
M−1∑︂

m=0

Ĝm(s) ≤ 1 (C5)

It is important to note that, due to the discrete set of available qualities and
MMBRs of available representations, the problem of video adaptation, in general, is
non-linear, non-convex, and, hence, NP-hard [136]). Thus there are no efficient ap-
proaches available to derive the global optimum of such problems. The formulation in
(OP-LSH) alleviates the challenge by exploiting the piece-wise linearization method to
provide a linear programming problem for obtaining an approximated global optimal
solution.

Low delay streaming with soft latency constraints

Figure 5.4 illustrates the proposed approach for LSS case. As it shows, more than
one segments are pre-buffered. Accordingly, the playback deadline of segments can
be in a few slots.

In this case, a playback buffer can be exploited to absorb short-term through-
put degradation. Concretely, we allow the selected MMBR to exceed the estimated
throughput when the playback buffer level is high enough so that the segment can
still be downloaded before its playback deadline. Consequently, constraint (C4.H)
in (OP-LSH) transforms to

Rm(s) ≤ Ĝm(s)Ĉm(s)
[︂
1 + λ

Bm(s− 1)

Tseg

]︂
, ∀m (5.5)

where a real-valued coefficient λ ∈ (0, 1) represents a safety margin to reduce the
risk of buffer underrun. The complete formulation then takes the formulation in
(OP-LSS).
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max min
m

Um(s) (OP-LSS)

s.t. Qm(s) =
Lm−1∑︂

l=0

zl,s,mQl,s,m , ∀m (C1)

Rm(s) =
Lm−1∑︂

l=0

zl,s,mRl,s,m , ∀m (C2)

Lm−1∑︂

l=0

zl,s,m ≤ 1 , ∀m (C3)

Rm(s) ≤ Ĝm(s)Ĉm(s)
[︂
1 + λ

Bm(s− 1)

Tseg

]︂
, ∀m (C4.S)

M−1∑︂

m=0

Ĝm(s) ≤ 1 (C5)

5.2.3 Dynamic Resource Allocation

In this section, we exploit DRA to proactively match users’ long-term user
throughput with selected video bitrates. Particularly, we consider a series of resource
allocation decisions, each of which takes place in one OFDMA frame. We formu-
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late an OP, which takes into account instantaneous SINR, intermediate achieved
throughput (accumulated over all frames in the time slot under consideration), and
the selected representation. At the output, optimal resource allocation schemes and
associated MCSs are given. Primarily, we separately consider the problems in the
downlink and in the uplink. The ultimate difference between them relies in the
mitigation of MAI in the uplink. We adopt the max-min formulation to balance
efficiency and fairness.

DRA for the downlink

We consider the problem of DRA for OFDMA frame t (0 ≤ t ≤ Nfis − 1) in video
time slot s. Let ãm(t) be the sum of video data (in bits) that user m has sent over
all previous OFDMA frames in time slot s. We have:

ãm(t) =
t−1∑︂

t′=0

am(t
′) (5.6)

Then the amount of data delivered in frame t (given in (5.3)) is a direct result of
the DRA decision in that frame.

To pursue fairness concerning selected video bitrates, the achieved throughput
sum is further normalized by the amount of video data buffered at the transmit-
ter and not yet delivered to the receiver. The normalization weight is given by
Wm(s) =

∑︁
u∈ψm(s)Rm(u)Tseg, where ψm(s) is the set of the segments that have

qualities selected.
Essentially, Wm(s) ensures more resources are assigned to users with higher

chances of video stalling (i.e. higher values of Wm(s)). The intermediate amount
data that has been delivered ãm(t) forces long-term user throughput to match
selected video bitrate. The final OP at time t is given as:

max min
m

1

Wm(s)

[︂
ãm(t) +

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,m(t)bi,m

]︂
(OP-DL)

s.t.
M−1∑︂

m=0

xi,m(t) ≤ 1 , ∀i , (C6)

Note that bi,m is the coefficient derived from function F (.) representing the ACM
feature. Since MAI does not occur in the downlink, F (.) does not include any opti-
mization variable. It basically takes instantaneous values of channel gains and com-
putes a coefficient reflecting the number of bits user m can send on subchannel i in
frame t.

DRA for the uplink

We extend the OP1 in Section 4.4 to efficiently assign resources to users in the
uplink. The difference is the existence of two new coefficients, which are Wm(s) and



ãm(t). Similar to the OP for the downlink, they are added to enforce long-term goals.
The problem of DRA in the uplink frame t can be written as follows:

max min
m

1

Wm(s)

[︂
ãm(t) +

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,m(t)bi,m

]︂
(OP-UL)

s.t.
M−1∑︂

m=0

xi,m(t) ≤ 1 , ∀i (C6)

K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kΛi,m,k ≥
∑︂

j ̸=i

∑︂

m′ ̸=m

MAIj,m
′

i,m

σ2
xj,m′(t) , ∀i,m (C7)

K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,k ≤ 1 , ∀i,m (C8)

bi,m ≤
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kBk , ∀i,m (C9)

Similar to problem (OP-LSH), the problem (UL) is a linear OP thanks to the piece
wise linear method. Recall that constraints (C7)-(C9) essentially construct a linear
formulation of the discreet ACM process. Here Bk is the number of bits user can be
send if MCS scheme k is selected. Λi,m,k is the SINR lower limit required to use MCS
scheme k (subject to a tolerable BER). Finally, binary optimization variables zi,m,k
present MCS selections.

5.2.4 Proposed system architecture

In this section, we propose two system architectures that can enable our proposed
cross-layer algorithms in the downlink and in the uplink of OFDMA networks. We
envision a center controller, which can be allocated at BS, collect inputs, make the de-
cisions about video adaptation and resource allocation for multiple low-delay streams
in one cell. One critical requirement is that important information like buffer levels
and content characteristics is available for the cross-layer optimization.

Streaming in Downlink

The proposed architecture for the downlink is illustrated in Figure 5.5. To derive
appropriate video quality selections, the controller requires some inputs. First one
is about CSI, which measured directly at BS or fed back from users. The controller
also collects information about buffer levels and users’ requests. Based on those
inputs, instances of proposed OPs for video adaptation can be formulated and solved
by optimization software solvers (e.g. Gurobi). Results are optimized video quality
selections. Consequently, selected qualities are then used to override the selections in
users’ requests and sent to remote servers on behalf of users. The selected bitrates
are also sent to the scheduler that assigns radio resources to users. The task of the
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Figure 5.6: System architecture for adaptive streaming in the uplink

scheduler is then to adapt resource allocation and MCS to channel states to gradually
match users’ long-term throughput with selected bitrates.

Streaming in Uplink

The proposed architecture for the uplink is shown in 5.6. As it shows, the controller
in this case sends requests (dictating quality selections) to users on behalf of remote
receivers. Unlike in the downlink, the controller have to send resource allocation
schemes to users so that they can send video data in the uplink.

A realization of this architecture, which is still compatible with the DASH stream-
ing paradigm, may use the ServerPush feature of HTML5 [38] to actively push the
video segments selecting for each of them an appropriate representation. Buffer levels
may be reported using the MPEG-DASH reporting functionality.



5.3 Link Rate Estimation

Accurate link rate estimation is crucial to choose appropriate video qualities. How-
ever, deriving good estimates is very challenging due to, among others, wireless chan-
nels’ variations. While under-estimated link rates result in lower video qualities,
overestimations cause recurrent video re-buffering or skipping video segments. One
way to significantly enhance prediction quality is to exploit information about wire-
less links and to estimate link rates based on the ergodic capacity of fading channels
as used in, for instance, [111], [134], [137]. However, adopting the ergodic capacity
implicitly means that resources are not adapted to particular channel states, and
therefore achieved throughput is averaged out over all possible channel realizations.
This assumption does not hold for DRA. In this work, we show that an ergodic
capacity expression can be modified slightly to provide predictions in this case.

5.3.1 Throughput Estimation using Ergodic Capacity

In OFDMA systems, it is reasonable to assume that fading processes on radio
resource blocks are independent. Recall that, one resource block is made of one
OFDMA frame in time and one subchannel in frequency. As it shows in Chapter
2, that assumption can be easily realized via selecting a proper frame duration and
a subchannel width. And when transmission is carried out over a sufficiently large
number of resource blocks, the average throughput can be approximated well by the
ergodic capacity [23].

Suppose user m takes all available radio resources, which are Nsch subchannels in
frequency and Nfis OFDMA frames within slot s. SNR can be considered as a random
variable, independently realized over resource blocks. Let Γm(s) denote the random
variable of SNR. Function E() returns the mean value computed over Γm(s) in time
slot s. The ergodic capacity of user m in time slot s, denoted by Cerg

m (s), yields:

1

NfisNsch

{︄
Nfis−1∑︂

t=0

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

log2(1 + γ̄i,m(t)

}︄
−→ E

[︂
log2(1 + Γm(s))

]︂
= Cerg

m (s) (5.7)

One can use different methods to estimate the channel’s ergodic capacity. In this
work, we consider there estimation methods. The first one is Statistical Generation
(SG) method. This method assumes PDF of fading processes is available by analyzing
channel gains in the previous time slot [138]. Consequently, one can generate a
sufficient number of channel coefficients following the given PDF. Ergodic capacity
can be computed offline by averaging over those channel coefficients. The output of
this method is denoted by CSG

m (s).
The second method, called Low Bound Prediction (LBP) method, is adopted in

[134]. This method provides a lower bound on ergodic capacity. If the average SNR
in the last time slot is given by Γ̄m(s−1), the LBP method approximates the ergodic
capacity by:
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CLBP
m (s) = e1/Γ̄m(s−1)Ei

(︄
1,

1

Γ̄m(s− 1)

)︄
, (5.8)

where Ei(1, x) is the exponential integral function defined as Ei(1, x) =
∫︁∞
x

e−τ

t
dτ .

Tight Bound Prediction (TBP), introduced in [139], aims to provide a closer
approximate of the ergodic capacity. The output of this method is given by:

CTBP
m (s) = log2(1 + Γ̄m(s− 1)(e−ρ)). (5.9)

where ρ is the Euler’s constant, i.e., ρ ≈ 0.57721566.
Normally, it is expected that the number of OFDMA resource blocks within a

time slot is large. For instance, in a typical OFDMA system, there are roughly 105

blocks in a 500 ms time slot with a total bandwidth of 18 MHz [72]. As a result,
the convergence to ergodic capacity occurs even when users do not take all resource
blocks. Suppose user m takes a resource share of Ĝm(s), the expected throughput
Âm(s) can be approximated as:

Âm(s) = Ĝm(s)Ĉm(s) (5.10)

5.3.2 Estimation with Dynamic Resource Allocation

Prediction methods based on the channel’s ergodic capacity implicitly assume
Static Resource Allocation (SRA). Regarding DRA, resource blocks are typically
allocated to users, who experience good channel gains. As a result, it is expected
that achieved link rates can exceed predicted values. In addition, the intricate impact
of MAI in the uplink is not considered in those prediction methods. To the best of
our knowledge, no other work in the literature has proposed prediction methods that
project link rates for DRA and consider MAI in the uplink.

In this work, we bridge that gap in the literature by extending prediction methods
targeting SRA to consider DRA. In general, we utilize throughput gains achieved by
DRA in the last time slot to adjust the throughput approximation in the next time
slot. Figure 5.7 illustrates the proposed method. The prediction procedure of the
next slot (for instance s+ 1) consists of the following steps:

Achieved value 

Estimated value

ρ
m
(s
)

Am(s)

Gm(s)

Am(s)

Gm(s)

Cerg
m (s)Cerg
m (s)

Ĉm(s)Ĉm(s)

Ĉm(s+ 1)Ĉm(s+ 1)

Cerg
m (s+ 1)Cerg
m (s+ 1)

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the proposed estimation



1. The throughput gain ρm(s) achieved by DRA is computed from the achieved
throughput and the predicted value in the last time slot s. Particularly, we
have:

ρm(s) =
Am(s)

Gm(s)
− Ĉm(s) (5.11)

2. The ergodic capacity without potential gains by DRA is computed via one of
three methods shown above. The approximation for the next slot s+ 1 utilizes
known channel gains in the previous slot, i.e. {Hi,m(t)}.

3. The capacity with potential gains by DRA is predicted as:

Ĉm(s+ 1) = Cerg
m (s+ 1) + βρm(s) (5.12)

where β is a coefficient to scale the impact of previous gain ρm(s) on the expec-
tation.

Based on the predicted Ĉm(s+ 1), the throughput is obtained as:

Âm(s+ 1) = Ĉm(s+ 1)Ĝm(s+ 1) (5.13)

Note that Ĝm(s + 1) is found by solving optimization problems (OP-LSH) and
(OP-LSS).

5.4 Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed algorithms through Monte Carlo simulations based on

the network simulator OMNeT++ with realistic models of wireless channels and video
trace files.

5.4.1 Simulation setup

Wireless channels

We consider a cell where 4 users share 16 subchannels. In the time domain, one
OFDMA frame spans over 47 OFDM symbols. Users move in the cell at the speed
of 50 km/h following the Manhattan mobility grid model. The propagation channel
consists of either LOS or NLOS. The probability of NLOS (as a function of distance
d) is computed as: pNLOS(d) = 0.9{1 − [1.24 − 0.6 log(d)3]1/3}. Path loss models for
LOS and NLOS cases are recommended models in COST-231 [19].

We model shadowing loss that includes spatial correlation based on the MOSAIC
model in [140].

To address realistic scenarios, we explicitly consider the fact that the fading pro-
cess within a long duration of one video segment is most likely non-stationary. Par-
ticularly, we adopt the model of piece-wise stationary fading processes, each of which
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is reasonably assumed to last for 100 ms [141]. The time-varying statistics of those
stationary channels are derived from the highly detailed QuaDRIGA simulator [142].

Imperfect synchronization between users’ signals is considered in the uplink.
Specifically, users’ signals yield small residual frequency offsets, which are equally
distributed from 0 to 30 Hz (due to, e.g., oscillator inaccuracy and the Doppler
effect), while perfectly synchronized in time. In addition, the specification of MCSs
in LTE is considered for the ACM feature.

Link Rate Prediction

We evaluate prediction errors of three prediction methods: SG, LBP, and TBP.
Especially, the evaluation is done in the downlink and in the uplink, with realistic
assumptions like non-stationary channels and imperfect synchronization. Essentially,
at the beginning of each time slot, we predict users’ throughput using three methods.
During the slot, resource blocks are assigned to users following either SRA or DRA
schemes. By the end of that slot, we compute the actually achieved throughput and
compare that value with predicted ones.

Regarding the prediction, a simple scenario is assumed: each user requires a link
rate proportional to its capacity, i.e., Ĉm(s)/M . To that aim, each users takes an
equal share, i.e., Ĝm(s) = 1/M . The expected throughput yields: Âm(s) = Ĉm(s)/M .

During slot s, blocking assignment is adopted as for the SRA approach. It means
user takes a continuous chunk of Nsch/M subchannels. Alternatively, proposed DRA
algorithms are exploit. Particularly, we set the expected throughput as targeted rates,
i.e., Wm(s) = Ĉm(s), in (OP-DL) for the downlink and in (OP-UL) for the uplink.

We simulate and compute users’ throughput Am(s) achieved using either SRA or
DRA at the end of slot s. The prediction quality is assessed via relative prediction
errors defined as 100(Am(s)− Âm(s))/Âm(s) (in percentage). We perform a total of
30 simulation runs of 4 users in 60 seconds.

Video Traffic

We use the trace file of the movie “The silence of the lambs” provided by Arizona
State University [132] to feed the simulation. In the chosen trace, video content is
encoded nine times separately; the encoding scheme is MPEG-4 single layer (non-
scalable) with the format G16B15. For convenience, the size of the video segment
is set to equal one Group of Picture (GOP) of one second. It means there are 200
OFDMA frames within each video segment. Users’ video sequences are extracted
from the common trace but from different starting points to take into account the
heterogeneity among users’ video contents. In the case of LSH, video streams have
the same size of 300 s in the downlink and 90 s in the uplink, and for LSS simulation
terminates only when a minimum number of video segments are played back, which
are 300 s in the downlink and 90 s in the uplink.
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5.4.2 Evaluation of Link Rate Prediction

We show numerical results for SRA cases in Figure 5.8, where solid lines corre-
spond to the downlink and dash lines to the uplink. Note that the continuous Shannon
rate is used here instead of discrete ACM rates as computing users’ throughput. The
achieved throughput is then compared to the predicted ones. As it is shown, in gen-
eral, TBP provides mostly overestimated values. LBP is the most conservative one
since the expected values rarely overshoot the channel capacity. Finally, SG tends to
give both under- and over-estimation. In addition, all methods lead to overestimation
in the uplink due to the lack of consideration of MAI. Based on this result, the LBP
seems to be the most appropriate choice for the SRA approaches in order to avoid
video stalls.

Next, the results for DRA approaches are shown in comparison with the predicted
throughput using the LBP method and achieved throughput through SRA. Note that
the actual user throughput is calculated using a realistic model of link adaptation
for both SRA and DRA, as opposed to the prediction step where the continuous
Shannon rate is considered. The results shown in Figure 5.9 illustrate the significant
improvement of DRA compared to SRA. From this figure, one can also see that
throughput achievement by DRA tends to fluctuate around the predicted value in
the downlink and exceed 50% of that in the uplink, respectively.

5.4.3 Evaluation of Video Performance

We then evaluate the video performance of the proposed algorithms and the base-
line, which uses SRA and no exploitation of DRA and buffer levels. First, for the
LSH, consistent with the results from the previous section, link rates of incoming
time slot are estimated to equal 60% and 40% of the lower bound of ergodic capacity
(i.e., Ĉ

LBP
m ) for the downlink and the uplink, respectively. In addition, after some

preliminary investigation, the coefficient β in (5.12), used to scale the impact of DRA
gain, is chosen as β = 0.2. We present QID, which is computed by function Um()
(defined in (5.1)) for all segments of all streams in Figure 5.10 and number of skipped
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Figure 5.9: Throughput performance gain by DRA

segments in Figure 5.11. As it can be seen, DRA can greatly improve QoE by not only
increasing the median of QID by 10dB in the downlink and more than 20dB in the
uplink but also strongly mitigates the number of video stalls for both the downlink
and the uplink cases.
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Figure 5.10: QID in case of LSH

Regarding the LSS case, predicted link rates are computed equal to 60% of Ĉ
LBP
m

for SRA in the downlink and the uplink; these ratios are 80% and 60% used for DRA
in the downlink and uplink. The parameters of proposed algorithms are selected as
follows β = 0.2, λ = 0.1 for downlink, and β = 0.2, λ = 0.1 for the uplink. We
show the overall number and duration of video stalls in cell in addition to QID in
Figure 5.12. It can be seen that the performance gains by DRA are less obvious
due to the deployment of buffer to absorb the throughput fluctuation. Particularly,
DRA increases the median QID by more than 2 dB and 0.5 dB in the downlink and
the uplink, respectively. Meanwhile, the advantage of DRA can be easily noticed as
the proposed approaches can efficiently avoid the video stalls with respect to both
number of events as well as duration.
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduces novel cross-layer algorithms to enhance the QoE of multi-

ple low-delay video streams in an OFDMA mobile cell. The proposed solutions consist
of two key components: video quality selector and dynamic resource allocator. We
address two use cases: low-delay streaming with hard latency constraints and with
soft latency constraints. We separately consider downlink and uplink transmissions,
where imperfect synchronization in the uplink distinguishes these two cases. Through
DRA, the multiuser and frequency diversities can be efficiently exploited. Simultane-
ously, MAI in the uplink can be mitigated to provide valuable throughput gains, and
resources can be allocated more efficiently to users who benefit most from them. As
a separate contribution, we evaluate several link rate estimation methods revealing
significant throughput gains due to DRA. Simulation results demonstrate significant
QoE gains for all considered use cases.



Chapter 6

Cross-Layer Algorithm for Layered
Video Coding

LVC has been supported by several modern standards like MPEG H.264-
AVC/SVC and HEVC. By adopting LVC, video quality can be incrementally
improved by streaming enhanced layers when the channel’s capacity allows. This
feature gives rise to a new paradigm of video adaptation.

This chapter presents a novel cross-layer approach, which jointly exploits the
unique adaptation paradigm of LVC and DRA of OFDMA systems to improve the
QoE of multiple low-delay streams. The main result of this chapter has been published
in [143].

6.1 Layered Video Streaming over OFDMA net-
works

We consider one single cell using OFDMA, where M users compete for Nsch sub-
channels to stream their videos simultaneously in the uplink. The OFDMA system
model shown in Section 5.1.2 in the previous chapter is also adopted in this chapter.
Therefore, the description of the adopted OFDMA system model is omitted in this
section. The rest of this section concentrates on the video streaming system.

We aim to exploit the adaptation mechanism of LVS and target extremely low-
delay applications, in which downloaded video content is not buffered but decoded
and played immediately at the receiver. Such a solution is potentially desired by
interactive streaming applications like video conferencing and autonomous driving.

We adopt the slotted time axis aligned with video segments’ boundaries. At the
beginning of a time slot, video data of the previous slot is completely encoded and
queued in the transmission queue. When BS assigns radio resources to users, they
dequeue and send video data from the base layer to the upper enhancement layers.
Users stop sending video data in either two cases. In the first case, video data in the
transmission buffer cannot be fully transmitted when the time slot is over. In the
second case, users manage to transmit all segments’ available video layers. In either
case, queued video data is removed and replaced by the data of the next segment.

85
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A central optimizer located at BS jointly considers video adaptation and resource
allocation. Based on several factors (including instantaneous channel states, syn-
chronization offsets between users, and video characteristics), appropriate resource
allocation schemes are derived and sent to users. Resource allocation schemes are
supposed to be sufficient so that all users in the cell can deliver good QoE.

It is assumed that transmitted data arrives at the receiver following the transmit-
ted order so that they can be appropriately decoded. To realize that, video packages
can be prioritized based on their significance in the hierarchical structure to maintain
the correct decoding order. Besides, video packages can assumably be segmented
arbitrarily small and fed to MAC frames.

We adopt the continuous rate-distortion model introduced in [144] to characterize
the dependency of perceived quality on MMBR. That model was commonly adopted
in several studies in the literature (e.g., [115], [145], [146]).

In this chapter, PSNR is also used to measure the perceived quality of video
segments. Consequently, let Qm(s) be the PSNR value of segment s of stream m. It
takes the following form.

Qm(s) = 10 log10
[︁ 2552

MSE(s)
]︁

(6.1)

where MSE presents the quality loss computed between the source and the recon-
structed video. MSE can be efficiently approximated as below:

MSE(s) ≡ De

[︁
Re(s)

]︁
=

θ(s)

Re(s)−R0(s)
+D0(s) (6.2)

The distortion De is a function of video bitrate Re. Characteristics of each video
segment is modeled by three coefficients denoted by θ, R0 and D0. It is assumed
that those coefficients of all encoded segments are available for video adaptation
algorithms.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the continuous rate-distortion curves of two segments of two
streams. In this example, for the same perceived quality, the segment of the second
user requires a lower bitrate than the one of the first user. One example factor causing
that difference is the motion in video segments. The variety of video characteristics
is referred to as video content diversity.

For simplicity, we write:

Qm(s) = G[Re(s)] (6.3)

Since PSNR is a short-term quality measurement per segment, it cannot reflect the
dependency of QoE on quality fluctuations between successive segments. To enforce
the smoothness of the video adaptation trajectory, we utilize the average PSNR over
multiple segments. In particular, let µm(s) be the mean perceived quality of all
transmitted segments until the beginning of slot s. It means

µm(s) =
1

s

s−1∑︂

s′=0

Qm(s
′) (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the variety of video characteristics

By the end of video streams, we compute the overall QoE index, denoted by QID,
to evaluate the overall performance in the cell. In particular, QID has the following
form.

QID =
M−1∑︂

m=0

(︁
µm − ψm

)︁
, (6.5)

where µm and ψm are the mean and the variance of PSNR values over all segments
of video contents, respectively.

Motivated by the same reason as discussed in Section 5.1, it is assumed that all
video segments have an equal and static duration Tseg. Besides, we assume that each
user streams in total Nseg segments in the uplink.

A theoretical transport protocol is adopted to provide lossless transmission. The
amount of signaling data is also assumed to be negligible in comparison with the
volume of video data.

6.2 Joint Adaptation Algorithm

This section presents our novel cross-layer algorithm, which aims to fairly increase
the QoE of multiple low-delay video streams that compete for precious radio resources
in the OFDMA uplink. The cross-layer algorithm jointly considers video adaptation
and DRA.

To develop an efficient cross-layer algorithm, we aim to exploit the special adap-
tation principle of LVC. As mentioned in Section 2.4, while quality adaptation of
NLVC happens only on segments’ boundaries, LVC provides many adaptation points
within each video segment. In particular, the quality of each layered video segment
can be adapted on the fly by sending and decoding different numbers of enhancement
layers. As a result, it is not necessary to select a specific quality for each segment be-
fore streaming that segment. For each video segment, the transmitter always starts
streaming from the base layer to provide the minimum quality. It continues with
enhancement layers in the hierarchical structure of layered video to incrementally
increase the segment’s quality if possible (e.g., the channel capacity allows). At this
point, we make a remark: video adaptation can be indirectly controlled via the num-
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ber of resources assigned to users. In addition, that streaming approach also eases
the need for efficient estimations of future link rates.

Motivated by the above discussion, we envision a novel cross-layer approach, where
the problem of optimizing video quality in the timescale of video segments (in sec-
onds) can be split into a sequence of sub-problems, each of which is tightly coupled
with the problem of optimizing DRA in the timescale of milliseconds. By doing that,
adaptation algorithms can react quickly to channel fluctuations and avoid video stalls.
Furthermore, we adopt the proposed DRA approach presented in Chapter 4 to ex-
plicitly cope with imperfect synchronization in the uplink and also achieve valuable
throughput gains (by exploiting the channel diversity) to boost QoE.

To develop the desired cross-layer algorithm, we first consider the video adapta-
tion problem. In this work, the max-min formulation is adopted to fairly improve
all streams’ qualities. Particularly, we formulate an OP to maximize the minimum
weighted PSNR value among users. The weight is the average of achieved PSNR
values, i.e., µm(s), to reduce quality fluctuations. We refer to this max-min weighted
problem as OP-VID. The mathematical formulation of OP-VID (for slot s) is shown
in (6.6).

max ϵ

s.t.
Qm(s)

µm(s)
≥ ϵ , ∀m (6.6)

where ϵ is an auxiliary variable to present the lower bound of weighted PSNR values,
which is maximized.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the timescale difference

Figure 6.2 illustrates the timescale difference and the sequential DRA process in
each video segment. As it is shown, one segment is transmitted in a large number
Nfis of OFDMA frames. During each OFDMA frame t with (0 < t < Nfis) in segment
s, user m takes some resources and sends am(t) bits of video data.



The total amount of data user m sends in slot s, denoted by Am(s), is accumulated
over all uplink frames in that slot.

Am(s) =

Nfis−1∑︂

t=0

am(t) (6.7)

The computation of perceived quality of segment s of the stream m is then given
by:

Qm(s) = G[Am(s)] = G
[︁Nfis−1∑︂

t=0

am(t)
]︁

(6.8)

As it shows the quality Qm(s) is achieved through a sequential process of trans-
mission of Nfis OFDMA frames.

6.2.1 Sequential Process of Quality Driven Resource Alloca-
tion

Let us consider resource allocation of, for instance, uplink frame t in slot s. Dur-
ing this frame, the instantaneous channel condition within frame t is available for
optimizing resource allocation. Before frame t, user m has sent an accumulated data
amount of ãm(t− 1).

Next, BS derive an efficient resource allocation scheme. Following that scheme,
resource blocks are assigned to users. Using the assigned resources, user m sends a
data amount of am(t). Then, we can write:

ãm(t) = ãm(t− 1) + am(t) (6.9)

Corresponding to the accumulated amount of transmitted data ãm(t), the inter-
mediate quality qm(t) is estimated by the following formulation:

qm(t) = G[ãm(t)] = qm(t− 1) + g(am(t)) (6.10)

Essentially, function g(.) estimates the intermediate quality achieved for the
currently-being-sent segment. Based on g(.), one can drive the sequence of resource
adaptation (each happens for one uplink frame) so that the intermediate quality is
incrementally improved toward the desired quality Qm(s) by the end of the slot.

Next, we present an efficient formulation of the coupling function g(.). First, based
on the definition, we have

Qm(s) = 10 log10(255
2)− 10 log10

[︂ θ(s)

Re(s)−R0(s)
+D0(s)

]︂
(6.11)

For simplicity, we omit the notion of segment s. Then we take the derivative of
PSNR Qm(s) to Re
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the sequential process

δQm(s)

δRe

=
10θ

ln(10)
× 1

(θ +D0(Re −R0))(Re −R0)
(6.12)

Furthermore, since one segment typically consists of a large number of uplink
frames, the amount of transmitted data during each uplink frame is much smaller
than the amount of multimedia data. Hence, it is reasonable to approximate δRe ≈
am(t)/Tseg.

Then, we can write

δQm(s) ≈ qm(t)− qm(t− 1) = ∆qm(t) = g(am(t)) (6.13)

where

g(am(t)) =
10θ

ln(10)

am(t)/Tseg

(θ +D0(ãm(t− 1)/Tseg −R0))(ãm(t− 1)/Tseg −R0)
(6.14)

Note that parameters θ, D0, R0 and ãm(t) are known in the frame t. Then, for
simplicity, we can write:

qm(t) = qm(t− 1) + αm(t)
am(t)

Tseg
(6.15)

where the coefficient αm(t) takes the following form

αm(t) =
10θ

ln(10)

1

(θ +D0(ãm(t− 1)/Tseg −R0))(ãm(t− 1)/Tseg −R0)
(6.16)

Function g(.) becomes a very simple linear function of the intermediate throughput
am(t). The simplicity of g(.) provides a huge computational benefit as we design the
cross-layer algorithm of interest.



6.2.2 Dynamic Resource Allocation

In this section, we consider the problem of optimizing resource allocation. We
extend the approach introduced in Section 4.4 to include the QoE goal by using the
novel function g(.). In particular, we pursue the goal of OP-VID in a series of
quality-driven DRA OPs, referred to as OP-DRA. At the beginning of each uplink
frame, one instance of OP-DRA is formulated and solved to find the appropriate
resource allocation scheme, which can improve the intermediate quality toward the
desired quality value. The general formulation of OP-DRA is described as follows.

max ϵ

s.t.
qm(t)

µm(s)
≥ ϵ , ∀m (6.17)

We combine the introduced coupling function g(.) and the equivalent transforma-
tion of function F (.) above to formulate the exact formulation of OP-DRA as shown
in (6.18).

max ϵ

s.t. a)
1

µm(s)

[︂
qm(t− 1) +

αm(t)

Tseg

Nsch−1∑︂

i=0

xi,m(t)bi,m(t)
]︂
≥ ϵ , ∀m

b)
∑︂

m

xi,m(t) ≤ 1 , ∀i

c)
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kΛi,m,k ≥
[︂∑︂

j ̸=i

∑︂

m′ ̸=m

MAIj,m
′

i,m

σ2
xj,m′(t)

]︂
, ∀i,m

d)
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,k = 1 , ∀i,m

e) bi,m(t) ≤
K∑︂

k=0

zi,m,kBk , ∀i,m

(6.18)

Note that the last three constraints in (6.18) represents the selection of MCS
scheme as discussed in (4.18).

6.3 Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the proposed cross-layer algorithm and baselines
via simulation. Particularly, we develop a simulation based on the network simula-
tion framework OMNeT++ and using the optimization solver Gurobi. In total, we
simulate three other solutions as baselines.
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• Static resource allocation + Rate Adapting:

Resource allocation and video adaptation run independently. Resource allo-
cation schemes are static. Particularly, the block-wise assignment is adopted,
where each user takes an equal and continuous block from the available band-
width. Segments’ video bitrates are equal to achieved link rates (thus named
Rate Adapting).

• Adaptive resource allocation + Rate Adapting:

Resource adaptation and video adaptation do not collaborate. This solution
deploys the proposed DRA in Chapter 4, which maximizes the minimum user
throughput without considering how much users benefit from the given through-
put (i.e., throughput-driven DRA). Video bitrate is then matched to the avail-
able throughput. By considering this setup, we can investigate the benefit of
cross-layer algorithms.

• Proportional-Fairness resource allocation + Rate Adapting:

For a comparison with other works in literature, the solution in [137] might
be the most appropriate. However, since the main focus of that work asso-
ciates with several complex aspects of video delivery, while resource allocation
is generous, we cannot directly compare our work with it. Therefore, we choose
to compare with a baseline used in [137]. It is essentially a DRA algorithm
based on proportional fairness. Particularly, the corresponding optimization is
described as follows.

max
[︂∑︂

m

1

ρm
xi,mF (γ̄i,m, Perr)

]︂
(6.19)

where ρm is the peak throughput achieved when user m takes all resources. The
video data transmission rate is independently matched to the available resource.

For each uplink frame, the same profile of the system condition is fed to all sim-
ulated solutions. Based on the resource allocation schemes after solving DRA OPs,
the simulation computes SINR, selects appropriate MCS schemes, computes the total
amount of data users send (i.e., atm). After the last frame of the segment, the video
quality of the segment s is computed: Qm(s) = G[(]

∑︁
t a

t
m].

We assume there are four users are streaming videos in the uplink. Each video
stream consists of 30 segments, and each segment in its turn includes 25 OFDMA
uplink frames, i.e., Nfis = 25 for al users. To simulate segments’ characteristics, we
adopt the distortion rate curves introduced in [147]. In total, we use four different
video profiles to simulate video contents. We illustrate these data profiles in Figure
6.4.

Furthermore, to simulate video content diversity, we adopt the following policy.
In the beginning, four segments sent by four users have the characteristics following
four different data profiles, mainly user m takes profile m. After an interval of 5
segments, each user takes the profile with the index increased by 1, i.e., user m now
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Figure 6.4: Video Rate-Distortion Curves

takes profile m + 1 and, especially user four now takes the first profile. The process
continues similarly until the end of the video sequences. The main parameters for the
OFDMA system are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Simulation parameters for channel.

Parameters Values
Number of subcarriers 512
Number of subchannels 8
Number of subcarriers per subchannel 64
Power per subcarrier 1mW
MS maximal time offset 2 µs
MS maximal frequency offset 200Hz
Cell radius 100m

A total of 30 runs are conducted for each solution’s simulation. For each run, in
the beginning, users’ locations are defined in the way that their distances to BS are
uniformly distributed in the cell. During the process of video streaming, mobility
is modeled based on the Manhattan Mobility Grid. In each run, 750 optimization
instances (for 30 segments times 25 uplink frames) times four solutions are formulated
and solved.

We compute the overall QID in the cell. Figure 6.5 shows the average of QID over
120 simulated video streams. As it shows, the novel cross-layer algorithm significantly
improves QID, particularly by about 75% and 40% in comparison to those of the
(MMT+RA) and (PF+RA).

Next, we analyze achieved PSNR values to find out what is the cause of the
QoE improvement. To demonstrate all results, we show in Figure 6.6 the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of all PSNR values collected for 3600 simulated segments
(30 runs times four users times 30 segments) of each solution. Through the CDF,
we show the quality variability. As it shows, the novel approach outperforms others
concerning the quality fluctuation.
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Figure 6.7: Average of PSNR values

We show in Figure 6.7 the average of PSNR achieved in different solutions. As
it shows, the cross-layer algorithm cannot provide a higher PSNR average. The
proportional fairness and max-min user throughput, which run independently from
the video adaptation, can provide a better average PSNR. This can be explained by



the nature of the max-min fairness, where the worse user essentially limits the whole
system performance.

Therefore, the main cause for the QoE improvement is the efficient reduction of the
PSNR fluctuation between segments. In other words, the novel cross-layer algorithm
can match the achieved throughput to the bitrate demand.

6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduce a novel cross-layer approach, which jointly considers

video adaptation using LVC and resource adaptation in OFDMA networks, to improve
the QoE of multiple video streams in the uplink. Specifically, our objective is to
increase QoE in three aspects, which are (1) increasing short-term quality per video
segment, (2) reducing the quality variation between adjacent segments, and (3) taking
into account quality fairness among users. To deal with the unavoidable problem of
timescale difference, we pursue the QoE improvement through a sequential series of
short-scale quality-driven DRA problems. The proposed quality-driven DRA exploits
the frequency and multi-user diversities to improve spectral efficiency and at the same
time assign resources to users subject to the long-term QoE goal.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

Video streaming has been the main traffic generator in mobile networks. The video
traffic growth increasingly forces mobile operators and video service providers to look
for efficient solutions to make the best possible service quality out of the limited
radio spectrum. One of the open issues is how to develop robust video adaptation
algorithms for low-delay streaming applications over mobile networks. Most studies
in the literature consider VoD (which targets a buffering delay of several seconds).
Low-delay streaming receives only a little attention.

This thesis introduces novel cross-layer approaches to improve the QoE of multiple
low-delay video streams in the uplink of mobile networks using OFDMA. Those ap-
proaches jointly consider the slow-paced video adaptation and the fast-paced dynamic
resource allocation. Consequently, adaptive algorithms are developed to quickly re-
act to wireless channel variations and assure the delivery of video segments before
their deadlines. Regarding resource allocation, a novel dynamic resource allocation
approach is proposed to efficiently suppress MAI and enhance user throughput.

Several issues remain as future work. First, other objective functions that balance
fairness between users and spectral efficiency can be developed to simplify introduced
cross-layer algorithms. Second, the complexity of the proposed OP can be further
reduced by adopting more efficient mathematical transformations (e.g., Lagrangian
relaxation). Third, while in principle all presented algorithms can apply to the down-
link, the evaluation remains a future work issue. Finally, an implementation of the
introduced algorithms on a real-world testbed would strongly justify the performance
gain in according systems.
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Appendix A

Acronym

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project

ACM Adaptive Coding and Modulation

ADC Analog to Digital Converter

ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line

AVC Advanced Video Coding

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BER Bit Error Rate

BS Base Station

CBR Constant Bitrate

CDN Content Delivery Network

CIR Channel Impulse Response

CP Cyclic Prefix

CSI Channel State Information

DAB Digital Audio Broadcasting

DAC Digital to Analog Converter

DASH Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform

DRA Dynamic Resource Allocation
97
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DVB Digital Video Broadcasting

DVD Digital Versatile Disk

ECBA Estimation-Correction Based Approach

EM Expectation Maximization

FDD Frequency Division Duplexing

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

GB Guard Band

GI Guard Interval

GOP Group of Picture

HAS HTTP Based Adaptive Streaming

HEVC High Efficiency Video Coding

HTTP Hypertext Transport Protocol

ICI Inter-Carrier Interference

IDFT Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

ISI Inter-Symbol Interference

ISO International Standard Organization

ITU-T International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Sector

LOS Line of Sight

LSH Hard Latency Constraint

LSS Soft Latency Constraint

LTE Long Term Evolution

LVC Layered Video Coding

LVS Layered Video Streaming

MAC Media Access Control

MAI Multiple Access Interference



MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme

MDC Multiple Description Coding

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output

MIP Mixed-Integer Programming

MIQCP Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Problem

ML Maximum Likelihood

MMBR Mean Media Bit Rate

MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error

MOS Mean Opinion Score

MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group

MS Mobile Station

MSE Mean Square Error

NAT Network Address Translation

NLOS Non Line of Sight

NLVC Non-Layered Video Coding

NLVS Non-Layered Video Streaming

NUM Network Utility Maximization

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

OP Optimization Problem

OSI Open System Interconnection

PDF Probability Density Function

PER Packet Error Rate

PLL Phrase Locked Loop

PN Pseudo Noise

PSD Power Spectral Density

PSK Phase Shift Keying
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PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

PSS Packet-switched Streaming Service

PUSC Partially Used Sub-Channelization

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QID QoE Index

QoE Quality of Experience

QoS Quality of Service

RA Resource Allocation

RAN Radio Access Network

SAGE Space Alternating Generalized Expectation Maximization

SINR Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio

SRA Static Resource Allocation

SSIM Structural Similarity

SVC Scalable Video Coding

TCP Transport Control Protocol

TDD Time Division Duplexing

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

TTI Transmission Time Interval

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UGC User Generated Content

VBR Variable Bitrate

VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator

VoD Video on Demand

WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
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Publication

Conference Proceedings

• Hieu Le, Daniel Willkomm, Adam Wolisz. Optimizing User Throughput with
Consideration of Multiple Access Interference in the OFDMA Uplink. In Pro-
ceedings of the International Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
Conference (IWCMC), Jul. 2013.

• Hieu Le, Arash Behboodi, and Adam Wolisz. Dynamic Resource Allocation in
OFDMA Uplink for MAI Mitigation and Throughput Improvement. In Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE 80th Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC), Sep. 2014.

• Hieu Le, Arash Behboodi, and Adam Wolisz. Quality driven resource allocation
for adaptive video streaming in OFDMA uplink. In Proceedings of the IEEE
26th Annual International Symposium on Personal, Indoor, and Mobile Radio
Communications (PIMRC), Aug. 2015.

• Hieu Le, Konstantin Miller, Arash Behboodi, and Adam Wolisz. Cross-layer
approach for HTTP-based low-delay adaptive streaming in mobile networks. In
Proceedings of the IEEE 18th International Symposium on A World of Wireless,
Mobile and Multimedia Networks (WoWMoM), Jun. 2017.

Technical Reports

• Hieu Le, Arash Behboodi, Adam Wolisz, “Multiple Access Interference Mitiga-
tion in OFDMA Uplink via static assignment of Guard Bands and Guard Inter-
vals”, TKN Technical Report Series TKN-13-004, Technical University Berlin,
Oct. 2013.

• Hieu Le, Arash Behboodi, Adam Wolisz, “Multiple Access Interference Mitiga-
tion in OFDMA Uplink using Dynamic Resource Allocation and Guard Bands”,
TKN Technical Report Series TKN-13-005, Technical University Berlin, Oct.
2013.
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